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CATALOGUE 209 - A FALL MISCELLANY
INCLUDING AMONG OTHERS, A FINE COLLECTION OF BOOKS ON TURKEY

Prices are quoted in euro, for clients within the European Community 9 % VAT will be added to the prices.

1  AFLALO, Frederick George. Regilding the crescent. London, Martin Secker, 1911. Original red cloth. With folding map of the Turkish empire, Persia, Afghanistan and Baluchistan and 24 photographic plates after Sébah and Joaillier of Pera and Bonfils of Beirut. XI,310 pp. € 65,00

First edition. - With fine photographs of Sébah, Joaillier and Bonfils.


Interleaved copy. With handwritten family information about Johannes Frederik Rijkhoff (1811 ?) , Jannetje Voorhorst (1807), and their children Christina Dorothea (1837), Albert (1839) and Jannette (1842) on last leaf.

3  AMSTERDAM. Extrait (sic) uyt verschevyde handvesten, en privilegen, vergunt aen de stadt en poorterie van Amsterdam, continentende den tijdt en maniere van nomineren en kiesen van schepenen aldaer. (No pl., 1690). 4to. Wrappers. 24 pp. € 45,00

Electoral notice for the inhabitans of Amsterdam. - Knutel 13471.

5 ARMSTRONG, Harold. Turkey and Syria reborn. A record of two years travel. London, John Lane the Bodley Head, 1930. Original green cloth (spine sl. discoloured. With folding map and 21 photographic illustrations. XIII,270 pp. € 65,00

First edition. - Written by Captain Harold Armstrong, during his time as a delegate of the Commission of Assessment of War Damage.


7 AULDJO, John. Journal of a visit to Constantinople, and some of the Greek islands, in the spring and summer of 1833. London, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green & Longman, 1835. Original boards (spine later half cloth), with paper label on spine. With 2 illustrations after William Gell and 7 etched plates by George Cruikshank after sketches by the author (browned due to the quality of the paper). XII,259 pp. € 375,00

First edition. - 'A very interesting account of several months' visit, written in a lively style. Nothing seems too trivial for the author's notice; he gives detailed descriptions of costume and of all sorts of manufactures including jewellery, silks, perfumes etc.' (Blackmer p.13). His Journal is a lively account of several months' visit to the Levant, with interesting descriptions of all sorts of manufactures (Contominas Collection 21).

Blackmer Collection 56; Atabey Collection 42; Weber 225.
8  **AZHDERIAN, Antranig.** The Turk and the land of Haig or Turkey and Armenia. Descriptive, historical, and picturesque. New York, Mershon Comp., (1892). Original decorated cloth. With many photographic illustrations and plates. 408 pp. € 95,00

*First edition.* - Written from the standpoint of a native, one who is born and reared in the country, to portray, as accurately as possible, the varied phases of social, religious, and political customs and institutions of the Armenians and the Turks (*Preface*).

9  **BACKHOUSE, James.** A narrative of a visit to the Mauritius and South Africa. London, Hamilton, Adams, and Co., 1844. Original embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt. With folding map of Mauritius, large folding map of South Africa, 16 etched plates and 28 woodengravings. XVI,628,LVI pp. € 295,00

*First edition.* - The book is in the form of a diary, and the author seems to have traversed every part of South Africa where there was a mission station or a missionary. In this way he appears to have met almost every prominent man connected with mission work in South Africa at his time. The volume commences with an account of the author's visit to Mauritius, where he stayed about three months. There is a good description of Kaffraria, and of the Basuto, Griqua and Bechuana countries, and the account of the Cape Colony affords valuable information concerning the first part of the nineteenth century (*Mendelssohn* p.62). Throughout the volume there are ample descriptions of the flora of the country. - *Fine.*

*Hess & Coger 5155.*

10  **BAKER, James.** Turkey. New York, Henry Holt and Company, 1877. Original decorated red cloth. With folding coloured map of European Turkey and folding map of Skeleton map of the Turkish empire in Europe and Asia. XII,495 pp. € 95,00

*First edition,* the second and the third edition also appeared in 1877 which would imply that the book was very popular; with bookplate of Joseph M. Gleason. - The author was Lieutenant-Colonel of the Auxiliary Forces and had visited Constantinople during the Crimean war and had returned to Turkey in 1874, where he remained three years dividing his time between his estate outside Salonica and his travels through the country. It provides also a great deal of information on what is now Northern Greece and Bulgaria. (*Blackmer*...
This very interesting work contains a great deal of information, especially on agricultural districts (Atabey p.32).

**Blackmer Collection 65 (later ed. only); Atabey Collection 49 (French edition only).**

---

**BATAVIA**

11 Letter of recommendation from L. van den Klaarn (?) to an `excellency ' (the governor-general of the Indies ?). Batavia, October 30, 1771.

4to. Autograph letter. 2 lvs.

€ 95,00

Concerning the career of Mr. Tengnagel, a protege of the addressed person. The writer commissioned Tengnagel in 1770 to warehouse manager and administrator of the store.

---

**NIJMEGEN**


Original boards. (4),244,(4) pp.

€ 75,00

The Dutch city of Nijmegen, in the province of Gelderland, is one of the oldest cities in the Netherlands. In the first century BC the Romans built there a military limes-camp. - (Stained).

---

**CONSTANTINOPLE**


Sm.8vo. Original green cloth, lettered in gilt (extremities of spine sl. dam.). 368 pp.

€ 95,00

*First edition.* - Henri Georges Stephane Adolphe Opper de Blowitz (1825 - 1903), previously Heinrich Opper and also known as Heinrich Opper von Blowitz, was a Bohemian journalist. In 1873 he became the chief Paris correspondent of *The Times*. In this role Blowitz became famous, both as a journalist and for his insights into diplomacy.
14  **BLUNT, Fanny Janet.** My reminiscences. With an introduction by Rosslyn Wemyss. London, John Murray, 1918. Contemporary red morocco (top of spine sl. dam.). With 2 portraits of Lady Blunt. XVIII,316 pp. € 95,00

*First edition.* - Mrs. Blunt was the daughter of Donald Sandison, British consul at Broussa, where she was brought up. Her mother came of an old Levantine family called Zohrab. After her marriage to John Blunt she lived in several consular outposts, but mainly Salonica, until 1899. This book includes many personal details of her life in Turkey. - *A fine copy.*

Blackmer 155.

15  **BLUNT, Fanny Janet.** The people of Turkey: twenty years' residence among Bulgarians, Greeks, Albanians, Turks, and Armenians. By a consul's daughter and wife. Edited by Stanley Lane Poole. London, John Murray, 1878. 2 volumes. Original decorated brown cloth (rebacked with the original spines laid down). XXXI,288; X,352 pp. € 475,00

*First edition.* - This very interesting work is full of observations of customs, education, land tenure systems and numerous small details of habits pertaining to the peoples of the Ottoman Empire. Her book is especially significant for its completely objective outlook, which is unexpected in view of Mrs. Blunt's insular predudices (*Blackmer 155*).

Atabey Collection 120: 'An important and interesting work'; Theakstone p.30.


'This is an interdisciplinary study of Christopher Plantin's pioneering role in the production and distribution of books with engraved and etched illustrations in sixteenth-century Europe. Using the rich archival sources at the Plantin-Moretus Museum in Belgium'.

17  **BRAZIL.** Inquérito para a expansão do comércio Português no Brazil, organizado pela Câmara Portuguesa de Comércio e Indústria. (Introduction by Alberto de Oliveira). Porto, Imprensa Portuguesa, 1916. Half calf, original printed wrappers preserved. XVI,326 pp. € 65,00

Survey for the expansion of Portuguese trade in Brazil.
BROES, Wilhelm. Filip van Marnix heer van St. Aldegonde, bijzonder aan de hand van Willem I. Amsterdam, Johannes van der Hey en Zoon, 1838-1840.
3 volumes in 2. Original boards. With lithographed portrait.
(4),XLIV,365; (4),XXXII,216; XXXII,424 pp. € 75,00

Filips van Marnix (1540 - 1598) was a Flemish and Dutch writer and statesman, and the probable author of the text of the Dutch national anthem the Wilhelmus. Willem Broes (1766-1853) clergyman (successor of Martinet at Zutphen) studied ecclesiastical and Dutch history, and wrote several works on these subjects. - Copy from the: Bibliotheek van de Vereenigde Doopsgezinde Gemeente te Amsterdam.

PERSEPOLIS

BRUYN, Cornelis de. Seconde vûé de Persepolis. Amsterdam, Wetstein, 1718.
A fine panoramic view of the ruins of Persepolis, Persia. Ca. 61,5 x 30 cm. € 125,00
From the French edition Voyages par la Moscovie, en Perse et aux Indes, translated from the Dutch edition of Reizen over Moskovie door Persie en Indie. Cornelis Le Bruyn (1652-1726/28) left the Netherlands on his second journey in 1701. He travelled first to Russia for a year before going on to Persia. There he remained for the years 1704-1705. On his return voyage he resided in Persia again between 1706 and 1707 described the ruins of Persepolis. His narratives are largely valued for the engravings executed from De Bruyn's drawings. - (Blank lower margin cut off). - Fine.

BRUYN, Cornelis de. Troisième vûé de Persepolis. Amsterdam, Wetstein, 1718.
A fine panoramic view of the ruins of Persepolis, Persia. Ca. 61 x 28 cm. € 125,00
Original red cloth (sl. soiled), spine lettered in gilt. With 3 folding coloured maps. XXV,604 pp. € 65,00

First edition printed in the same year. - There are several chapters on the geography, vegetation and fauna of South Africa, together with a synopsis of the history of the native and European races; most of the important towns and industries are described, and there is an account of Basutoland and Rhodesia  
*Mendelssohn I, p.209*.  
*SAB I, p.318.*

**Darjeeling & Sikkim**

22  **BUCHANAN, W.J.** Notes on tours in Darjeeling and Sikkim. Darjeeling, Darjeeling Improvement Fund, 1916.  
Original red cloth with gilt lettering (sl. soiled). With large coloured folding map in rear pocket. 40 pp. € 275,00

'The following notes and lists of itineraries of trips in Sikkim are published by the Darjeeling Improvement Fund to encourage more visitors to Darjeeling to make use of the splendid opportunities for enjoying brief holidays in Sikkim'. -  
*(Wormholes)*.  
*Yakushi B285.*

23  **BUNBURY, Charles J.F.**  
Journal of a residence at the Cape of Good Hope, with excursions into the interior, and notes of the natural history and the native tribes. London, John Murray, 1848.  
Original embossed cloth. With frontispiece depicting Table Bay from the sea and 4 plates. XII,297,(3) pp. € 225,00

*First edition.* - Charles Bunbury accompanied his friend, Sir George Napier, the governor of the Cape Colony, on his voyage to Africa in 1837, and remained there for 14 months during which time he busied himself with botanical research, travelling over a considerable part of South Africa  
*Mendelssohn I, p.222*. -  
*A fine copy.*  
*SAB I, p.328.*

*First edition;* with bookplate of I. & F.W. Hosken. - The volume contains a description of the Cape Colony, with data of every kind, articles upon agriculture, viticulture, and many notes and hints for the benefit of farmers new to the country. A detailed account is given of each division in the Cape, with appendices which traverse almost every subject which might need the attention or investigation of new-comers (Mendelssohn I, p.233). - *A fine copy.*

*SAB I, p.342.*


*First edition.* - Marie-Théodore Renouard, Viscount of Bussierre (1802 - 1865 ) was a French diplomat, traveller, ethnologist and a writer. - (Some foxing).

*Sabin 9561.*


*Limited edition.* - Published for The Friends of the South African Library.

27  **CALONNE, Charles Alexandre de.** Requête au roi. - Eclaircissements et pièces justificatives; Réponse de M. de Calonne a l'écrit de M. Necker, publiée en Avril 1787; contenant l'examen des comptes de la situation des finances, rendus en 1774, 1776, 1781, 1783 & 1787: avec des observations sur les résultats de l'assemblée des notables. - Pieces justificatives ou accessoires. London, T. Spilsbury, 1787-1788. 2 works in 1 volume. Contemporary half calf, spine ribbed with green title-label. 137,(3),66; 8,215,(3),65,(1),36 pp. € 150,00
Charles Alexandre, vicomte de Calonne (1734 - 1802) was called in to take control of France's financial affairs during the terrible crisis which preceded the Revolution. His audacious plan of reform might have succeeded had the king been wholeheartedly behind him. He was finally exiled in 1787 and the present work is a defence of his conduct while in office, written after he had fled to England, and published in London.

*Kress B-1174; Goldsmith's 13433.*

**CAMPBELL’S FIRST JOURNEY IN SOUTH AFRICA**


*First edition.* - John Campbell (1766-1840), Scottish missionary and explorer, arrived at the Cape in 1812. He inspected the settlements of the London Missionary Society and returned to England with his reports of the colony and its hinterland in 1814. Campbell provides a great deal of information in the appendix. 'Few Englishmen at that time had performed such a feat, and on his return his appearances on missionary platforms in London and throughout the country were received with enthusiasm' *(DNB).* - *A fine copy of Campbell's first journey.* Mendelssohn I, p.254 (3rd ed. only); SAB I, p.374; Howegeo II, p.105-106.

29 **CANNING, Stratford.** The Eastern question. By the late Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe. Being a selection from his writings during the last five years of his life. With a preface by Arthur Penrhyn Stanley. London, John Murray, 1881. Original green cloth gilt, with gilt crest of Stratford de Redcliffe on upper cover. With folding map, coloured in outline (with tear). XXIV,216; 32 pp. € 225,00

*First edition.* - Stratford Canning, 1st Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe (1786 - 1880) was a British diplomat and politician who became best known as the longtime British Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire. He first served at the British embassy in Constantinople from 1808 to 1812. In 1824 he was appointed British ambassador to the Porte, a position he was elected to several times and he was resident in Constantinople for most of the period from 1825 to 1858. *Atabey Collection 189; not in the Blackmer Collection.*
AN ATTRACTIVE VIEW OF THE
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

30  CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Le
Cape de Bonne Esperance. Paris,
Daumont, (ca. 1780).
Contemporary handcoloured
perspective view (vue d'optique or
Guckkastenbild) depicting the Cape of
Good Hope by Jan van Ryne. Ca. 25,5
x 41 cm.  € 450,00

Fine view by 'the Dutch artist Jan van
Ryne (ca. 1712-1760), he was believed to have worked in London about 1752-54,
when he made an interesting engraving of Table Mountain and Bay, first published
by Robert Sayer of Fleet St., London, in 1754, and provided the basis from which
other prints were made, one being engraved in reverse in Paris (Gordon-Brown,
Pictorial Africana, p.234). We offer the French version of this very attractive view
of the Cape of Good Hope from the sea showing the Table Mountain and the
company's buildings and many ships in Table Bay. It was an obligatory stop for all
European ships going to the Indian Ocean or returning from there to Europe. They
stayed a long time to reprovision and to let their crews rest. - A fine copy.
Scheen II, p.277.

31  CAPE TOWN AND SUBURBS.
Cape Town, P. Schaefer & Co., (ca.
1900).
Oblong 8vo. Original red cloth, with
illustration of Cape Town harbour in gilt
on front. With double-page panorama of
Cape Town and 14 other coloured
photographic views.  € 125,00

The fine views depict the City Hall,
Parliament House and The Avenue,
Adderley Street (2), the entrance to the Castle, the Docks, Three Anchor Bay, Sea
Point, Sea Point showing Lionshead, Victoria Road and the Twelve Apostles, Camps
Bay, Groot Schuur Rondebosch, Muizenberg, and Kalk Bay and St. James. - Mint
condition.
SAB I, p.463.

32  CAWLEY, Robert Ralston. The voyagers and Elizabeth drama. Boston, D.C.
Heath and Comp., 1938. Original cloth. XIV,428 pp.  € 45,00

With the bookplate of Bob Luza. - William I, Prince of Orange (1533 - 1584), also widely known as William the Silent or William the Taciturn or more commonly known as William of Orange, was the main leader of the Dutch revolt against the Spanish Habsburgs that set off the Eighty Years' War and resulted in the formal independence of the United Provinces in 1648. - (Some foxing).

**SIBERIA**

34  **CHAPPE d'AUTEROCHE, Jean.** Reize naar Siberië, op bevel des konings van Vrankryk ondernomen in 1761. Behelzende deszelfs waarnemingen nopens de zeden, gewoonten, regeering, godsdienst, krygs- en burger-staat, koophandel, luchts- en grondgesteldheid, landsbeschryving, natuurlyke historie, enz. Uit het Fransch vertaald. Deventer, Lucas Leemhorst, 1771-1772. 2 volumes in 1. Contemporary half calf, spine gilt. With folding coloured map and 8 engraved plates (including a table and 2 folding plates) after J.B. le Prince by J.C. Philips. XIV,(2)331,(1); (2),327,(1) pp. € 850,00

*First Dutch edition*, first published in Paris in 1768: *Voyage en Sibérie, fait par ordre du roi en 1761*. - Jean Chappe d' Auteroche (1728-1769) was a French priest and astronomer who travelled to Siberia to observe the transit of Venus in 1761. This work deserves attention for its forthright and sometimes provocative descriptions of Russian manners and character (*Hill 277*). The expedition carried out a large number of scientific measurements en route, and reported on the geography of the region and the customs of its inhabitants (*Howgego p.216*). - Age-browned otherwise fine. *Cat. NHSM I, p.302; not in Tiele; Muller, Bibl. Neerlando-Russe, 77; Cat. Russica 496; Boucher de la Richarderie V, p. 447-448 (French ed.).

Three editions were issued in 1854. - Colonel Francis Rawdon Chesney went to Constantinople in 1829 with the intention of joining the Turkish forces, but he was delayed by a tour of inspection of Syria and Egypt, and the peace of Adrianople was announced just as he arrived. In this work, composed of materials collected on the spot, he has provided an account of the Russo-Turkish war of 1828-29, and in the final chapter he gives a history of past and present Russo-Turkish wars and a background to the Eastern Question. (*Atabey* p.118). Chesney was clearly an explorer of the first order and his courage and perseverance were matched only by his attention to detail and thoroughness in the surveys he produced. - (Some foxing). *Atabey Collection 235; not in Blackmer.*


*First edition.* - From the Black Sea to Aleppo and Alexandretta on foot.


*First edition.* - Churchill's record of the first five months of the Second Boer War. The correspondence of which this volume is composed appeared in the columns of the *Morning Post,* and extends from October 26, 1899, to March 10, 1900. The volume gives a detailed account of the Natal campaigns up to and including the relief of Ladysmith, and contains in all thirty-seven letters (*Mendelssohn I,* p.338). *SAB I,* p.548.

With library stamp of the Minnesota Historical Society.

39 **COCHRAN, William.** Pen en pencil in Asia Minor; notes from the Levant. London, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1887. Original red cloth, spine lettered in gilt. With 89 engravings by the author. XXIV,464 pp. € 95,00

*First edition.* - This account of four months in Asia Minor in 1885, particularly of the six weeks in Bournabat near Smyrna which Cochran spent on the silk-farm of his friend John Griffit, is of considerable interest for its information on the cultivation of the silk worm. The work also includes chapters on Turkish carpets and on Smyrna and its environs, Constantinople and Syros. Cochran also discusses German influence in Turkey (*Blackmer* p.79). - *A fine copy.*

Atabey Collection 260; Weber 886.

**LOGBOOK**

40 **CONVICT SHIP MATILDE ATHELING.**

Journal of convict ship *Matilda Atheling* by Charlesworth, manager of the prison hospital, from april 1 to May 7 1868 sailing from Gravesend to Portland Harbour. Sm.8vo. Original boards. Autograph logbook. € 350,00

HM Prison Portland is a male Adult/Young Offenders Institution in the village of The Grove on the Isle of Portland, in Dorset, England. It is operated by Her Majesty's Prison Service. The prison was originally opened in 1848 as an adult convict establishment. Added: Copy of the rules and regulations to be observed on board the ship *Matilda Atheling*; Instructions for the warders, principal warder Mr. Bam, M. Charlesworth managent of the prison hospital, Mr. Wedbury food supply; Mr. Peper opening and closing of the prison doors; Daily routine.

*First edition.* - Cornille toured Greece and the Levant from 1831 to 1833. An interesting account of Turkish life and manners, and with a discussion of Greek politics surrounding the advent of King Otho who arrived in Greece in 1832. - (Lower blank margin stained; age-browned).

*Atabey Collection 284, Blackmer Collection 406; Contominas Collection 166; Weber 238; Chadenat II 4263; Ibrahim-Hilmy I, p.145; Tobler p.152.*

42  **COURT OF HOLLAND.** MANIER VAN PROCEDEREN VOOR DEN HOVE VAN HOLLAND, ZEELAND, EN WESTVRIESLAND. Zoo als de selve hedendaags gebruikelyk is, na de laatste ordonnantie en reglementen opgestelt, en met verscheide zeer fraye stukken verrykt. Derde druk. Zynde deeze druk meer dan de helft vermeerderd. 's Gravenhage, Pieter van Thol, 1729. Sm.8vo. Contemporary half roan. With engraved title vignette, title printed in red and black. (8),510,(9) pp. € 125,00

Third enlarged edition. - Dutch administration of justice.


First published in New York in 1887. - Cox was a congressman and also U.S. ambassador to Turkey, 1885-87. *Blackmer Collection 421.*
44  **CRANZ, David.** Historie van Groenland behelzende eene naukeurige beschrijvinge van 's lands ligging, gesteldheid, en natuurlijke zeldzaamheden; den aart, zeden en gewoonten der inwooneren aan de West-zijde bij de Straate Davis; 's lands aloude en nieuwe geschiedenis; en in't bijzonder de verrichtingen der Missionarissen van de Broeder-Kerk, door welken twee gemeenten van bekeerde heidenen aldaar gesticht zijn. Uit het Hoogduitsch vertaald. Haarlem, C.H. Bohn, Amsterdam, H. de Wit, 1767. 3 volumes. Later boards. With 14 folding engraved maps and plates by J. Swertner. XXXIV,356; 282; 382,(2) pp. € 695,00

First published in German *Historie von Grönland.* Barby & Leipzig, 1765. This first Dutch translation has more and better plates than the original edition. - Detailed description of Greenland by David Cranz (1723-1777), the historiographer of the Brethern, he stayed at Ny Herrnhut in Greenland, in 1761-62. With sections devoted to the establishment of the first Herrnhut or Moravian mission in Greenland, the nature, manners and customs of the inhabitants on the West coast on Davis Strait, whales and the whaling-industry in general, and the Eskimos. This account was very popular and translated and reprinted in many languages. 'das vollständigste Gemälde von Grönland im 18. Jahrhundert, ein Werk, das auch Heute noch mehr als nur historisches Interesse beanspruchen darf' (Henze I, p.751). - A clean copy of the most comprehensive book on Greenland published in the 18th century. *Arctic Bibl.* 3469; Chavanne 5634; *Tiele* 282; Cat. *NHSM I,* p.301; *Sabin* 17415.

45  **CREMER, Jacobus Johannes.** Distels in't weiland. Over-Betuwsche vertellingen. Leiden, A.W. Sijthoff, 1865. 8vo. Contemporary half red morocco, spine gilt. With 7 tinted lithographed plates. 242 pp. € 65,00

*First edition.* - Stories about the Betuwe in the province of Gelderland in the Netherlands.
Original brown cloth, spine lettered in gilt. With folding plan and many woodengravings. XXI,(1),367 pp. € 275,00
First published in 1849. - Curzon's (1810-73) well-known work, a valuable and entertaining account of his long sojourn in the Levant, beginning with his travels in 1833, and including his long period of diplomatic service with Stratford Canning in Constantinople. The plates in this work are after drawings by Preziosi (Atabey p.159). One of the most charming books of travel ever written (DNB). Curzon is one of the most interesting travellers of this period (Contominas p.102).
Blackmer Collection 436; Atabey Collection 301; Weber 415; Tobler p.155; Ibrahim-Hilmy p.151.

J. DAENDELS & CO IN BATAVIA

47 DAENDELS & Co. Official notice that J. Daendels is leaving for Java and will set up a shipping company under the name J. Daendels & Co in Batavia. Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 1869. € 65,00
Official printed announcement in which Daendels asks to entrust consignment of his ships, signed by J. Daendels.

48 DAILEY NEWS. The war correspondence of the 'Daily News' 1877 with a connecting narrative forming a continuous history of the war between Russia and Turkey. Including the letters of Archibald Forbes, J.A. Macgahan and many other special correspondents in Europe and Asia. 2nd edition containing a full description of the taking of Kars.
Original red cloth (sl. rubbed, spine ends sl. damaged). XVI,643 pp. € 125,00
With the bookplate and stamp of Girton College. - Of the letters 'may be said, that they were welcomed by the public as affording the earliest, fullest, and most specific information at critical moments of the campaign, and if it should further be found
that these same letters, hastily written in the bivouac, on the field of victory, or in some hovel on the line of retreat, have at the same time the merit of being among the most vivid and truthful pictures of war that have at any time been offered to the public, the popularity they have attained would be accounted for (Preface).

49  **DAILEY NEWS.** The war correspondence of the 'Daily News' 1877-8 continued from the fall of Kars to the signature of the preliminaries of peace. With a connecting narrative forming a continuous history of the war between Russia and Turkey. London, Macmillan and Co., 1878.

Original red cloth (sl. rubbed, spine ends sl. damaged). XVI,599 pp.

€ 125,00

With the bookplate and stamp of Girton College. - 'The collection, which now forms a complete history of the war, comprises the correspondence of Archibald Forbes, J.A. MacGahan, F.D. Millet, E. Pears, E. O'Donovan, J.H. Skinner, V. Julius, and other correspondents - in all seventeen in number - to each of those letters a conventional sign has been affixed' (Preface).


Contemporary half red morocco. With 3 maps. VI,256 pp. € 95,00


SAB II, p.35.

---

**Popular eye witness account on the Inquisition at Goa, headquarters for all Portugese colonies beyond the Cape of Good Hope**


€ 850,00

*First Dutch edition;* first published in French in Leiden in 1687: *Relation de l'inquisition de Goa.* - In 1668 Dellon sailed to India with the Compagnie des Indes. He travelled extensively along the Malabar
coast. In 1673 he left the employment of the company and started a private medical practice in Damao, at that time a Portuguese colony. Six months later, early in 1674, he was arrested by the Inquisition and taken to Goa, where he was imprisoned for two years. He was then shipped to Lisbon, but released in the following year on condition that he should return immediately to France. .. It proved a considerable success, particularly in Protestant Europe, where it ran to numerous editions. Although long regarded purely as a work of propaganda, recent research has testified to its accuracy (Howgego p.304/305). 'Dellon's description of the Inquisition and of the practices of its officials and their collaborators is the only source available on the functioning of that institution by a contemporary who saw it from the inside' (Lach, Asia in the making of Europe III,2, p.851). It includes also details of his stay in Bahia, Brazil. His account of the Inquisition was still forbidden in Portugal in 1769. - A nice copy.

Cf. Borba de Moraes I, p.253-255; Sabin 19444-19447.


First published in Tokyo in 1887. - Japanese tales of the pre-Meiji time. - Cordier, B.J., col. 650

Lives of the Governors General of the Dutch East India Company

53 DU BOIS, Johann Peter Isaak. Vies des gouverneurs généraux, avec l'abrégé de l'histoire des établissements Hollandois aux Indes Orientales. La Haye, Pierre de Hondt, 1763. 4to. Old vellum, with new ties. With title-page printed in red and black, 27 engraved vignette portraits of the Governors-General and 34 engraved folding maps, plans and views after Jacobus van Schley. VI,351;48 pp. € 2,250,00

Much improved edition of volume XX of Prévost's Historische beschrijving der reizen. Enlarged with an important treatise on the actual state of the Dutch East Indies Consideration sur l'état présent de la Compagnie hollandoise des Indes
Orientales by the ex-Governor General Baron d'Imhoff. Interesting description of the lives of 27 Governors General from Pieter Both in 1609 up till Jacob Mossel in 1752 and all the events relative to the affairs of the Dutch East India Company (VOC) from the Cape of Good Hope to Indonesia, India, Ceylon, Australia, Formosa and Japan during a period of ca. 150 years. Including plans and views of Deshima, Batavia (slaughter of the Chinese), Ternate, Galle, Malacca and maps of Java, Australia, Ceylon, Cape of Good Hope, Bali, etc. - Last 5 lvs waterstained otherwise a fine copy of a richly illustrated history of the Dutch East India Company.

Landwehr, VOC, 1502; Cat. KITLV p.236; Cordier, B.I., col. 1490; Bastin-Brommer N17; Mendelsson I, p.488-489; SAB II, p.108.

MONUMENTAL WORK ON CHINA

4 volumes. Folio. Contemporary mottled calf (small parts of hinges cracked but firmly holding; extremities of spines sl. damaged), spines ribbed and gilt with red and green morocco labels. With 4 title-pages printed in red and black with title-vignettes, 5 engraved vignettes, 23 engraved plates (10 folding) and 42 double-page or folding engraved maps.
€ 21.500,00

First edition of the 'Bible of European sinophilia'. - The most important and comprehensive work on China published up to that time. Du Halde, a Parisian Jesuit, collected and edited the letters of the Jesuit missionaries for this work. The fine plates depict all aspects of China and Chinese life including flora and fauna, engineering, astronomy, etc. The folio edition includes many important maps not previously published before, the maps are the most accurate of China available in Europe at the time. They are by Jean Baptiste Bourguignon d'Anville (1697-1782), the 'finest cartographer of his time'. - 'Historically, this work must be regarded as monumental. Its strenght lies in the vast amount and variety of interesting details, which must have given its readers an impression of the magnificence of the Chinese empire and the wide range of achievements of the Chinese people in literature, science, philosophy and art' (Löwendahl, Sino-Western
relations, 394). The first French folio edition is the most desirable and significant. Some marginal waterstaining and age-browning otherwise a good copy of a cornerstone of any collection of books on China.

_Cordier, B.S., col. 46-48; Lust 16._

55 **DUMOURIEZ (Charles-François Du Périer) Mémoires.**

Ecrits par lui-même. Francfort et Leipzig, 1794.

2 parts in 1. Contemporary half calf, spine gilt. XXXII,150; 252 pp. € 125,00

Charles-François du Périer Dumouriez (1739 - 1823) was a French general during the French Revolutionary Wars. He shared the victory at Valmy with General François Christophe Kellermann, but later deserted the Revolutionary Army, and became a royalist intriguer during the reign of Napoleon as well as an adviser to the British government. Dumouriez is one of the names inscribed under the Arc de Triomphe, on Column 3.

**CONSTANTINOPLE**


Original blue cloth, top edge gilt. With many photographic illustrations. XXI,567 pp. € 65,00

_First edition._ - Harrison Griswold Dwight, was born in Constantinople in 1875, died in Holyoke, Massachusetts in 1959. He prepared for Amherst College at the preparatory school of Robert College, Constantinople, with which his father was connected, and St. Johnsbury, Vermont Academy. After graduation from Amherst, he entered the consular service.


Original brown cloth (spine sl. discoloured). With many photographic illustrations. XXIV,581 pp. € 65,00

_First edition._ - Harrison Griswold Dwight, was born in Constantinople in 1875, died in Holyoke, Massachusetts in 1959. He prepared for Amherst College at the preparatory school of Robert College, Constantinople, with which his father was connected, and St. Johnsbury, Vermont Academy. After graduation from Amherst, he entered the consular service.
58 **DYKE, Henry J. van.** The character and influence of abolitionism. A sermon preached in the First Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn, on sabbath evening, dec. 9th, 1860. New York, George F. Nesbitt, 1860. Original printed wrappers (dam.). 31 pp. € 45,00

*First edition.* - In this widely reprinted sermon, Van Dyke argues that Christianity is not a good defense for the abolitionist movement.


*First edition.* - Lewis David Einstein (1877 - 1967) was an American diplomat and historian. In his book he paid special attention to the massacres of Armenians.


*First edition.* - A fine illustrated copy.

*First edition.* - Sir Charles Norton Edgcumbe Eliot (1862 - 1931) was a British diplomat, colonial administrator and botanist. He describes the Turks, the Greeks, the Bulgarians and Serbs, the Albanians and Vlachs, and the Armenians.

**GROWING COFFEE IN THE JUNGLE OF MYSORE**

63 **ELLIOT, Robert H.** The experiences of a planter in the jungles of Mysore. London, Chapman and Hall, 1871. 2 volumes. Contemporary half calf (new endpapers), spines gilt. With 2 tinted lithographed frontispieces, map, and 5 lithographed plates (4 tinted). X,(1),327; XI,(1),355 pp. € 975,00

*First edition.* - Robert Henry Elliot (1837-1914) sailed for India in 1855. 'Elliot's experiences of growing coffee in the jungles of Mysore in the second half of the nineteenth century make for some curious reading. .. At times his observations are a bit unfocused and poorly organized, but in the main they are strangely interesting' *(Riddick 324).* From the contents: My native neighbours, Native character-private relations of life, Native character-current and written opinions, Bribery, Caste, Religion. Education, Native agriculture, Coffee-planting, Cinchona-planting, Cardamom-planting, Tea, cotton, silk, sandal-wood, rhea-grass, Colonisation, On learning native languages by ear, Native labourers, Sundry instances of our imperfect Indian information. The fine tinted lithographs by Vincent Brooks, Day and Son. Ltd, depict: Bartchinhulla bungalow, the principal castes in Munzerabad, Munzerabad tody drawers, Munzerabad agricultural classes, group of Munzerabad natives, and a Toda woman and guide. - *Fine copy of a very rare 19th century illustrated book on India.* *Von Hünersdorff, Coffee, p.464.*

64 **ELLISON, Grace.** An English woman in Angora. New York, E.P. Dutton & Company, (1923). Original red cloth (spine sl. faded). With 34 illustrations by the author's sketches and photographs. 344 pp. € 65,00

*First edition.* - Grace Mary Ellison (died 3 October 1935) was a journalist especially
interested in Turkey and was founder of the French Flag Nursing Corps during World War I.

65 **ELOUT, Luzac.** Three autograph letters. 1812-1824. Three autograph letters, each one leaf, signed Elout. € 150,00

The Dutch politician Cornelis Theodorus Elout (1767 - 1841) was Commissioner General of the Dutch East Indies, Minister of Finance and of the Colonies. The first letter, Rijswijk 1812, is addressed to De Bruyn van Tromp concerning the legacy of 150 Ruppijen from the estate of Kinsasch (?). The second one is written aboard the ship *Evertsen* concerning a meeting in the near future in Batavia in 1816. The third letter is addressed to Mr. L.C. Luzac in Leiden dated The Hage 1824, concerning an appointment at the ministry with Luzac and Van Klinkenberg Dozij.


Original printed wrappers. (8),40 pp. € 90,00

*Original edition.* - Nieuw-Gelderland was the area between the Umvoti and Nonoti Rivers belonging to the 'Nederlandsche Emigratie-Maatschappij' in South Africa. Ente indicates possibilities to establish oneself as a farmer in this district, and gives some examples of the costs and gains to be expected.

Tiele 350; Cat. NHSM I, p.212; Mendelssohn I, p.522; SAB II, p.197.

---


Contemporary half morocco, spine lettered in gilt. With folding plan. VII,328 pp € 150,00

**BRITISH OPERATIONS AGAINST KABUL**
First published in London in 1843: *The military operations at Cabul.* - 'Personal narrative of British operations against Kabul, the revolt of the Afghans, and their destruction of the retreating British forces. Sir Alexander Burnes was murdered, and the troops under Brigadier Shelton were defeated at Beymarro' (*Yakushi* E67). The journal of Lieutenant Eyre (1811-1881), Deputy Commissary of Ordinance at Kabul, traces the 1842 evacuation of Kabul by the British and their subsequently disastrous attempt to retreat to India. Seriously wounded, Eyre, his wife, and child were taken prisoner by Mahomad Akbar Khan for over eight months and were not released until September 1842 and the approach of General Pollack's forces. Eyre's journal is precise in observation' (*Riddick* 107). - *(Some lvs browned).*


---


Malagasy grammar. - *Grandidier, Bibliographie de Madagascar, 1741.*

---

**THAILAND & VIETNAM**

70 **FINLAYSON, George.** The mission to Siam, and Hue, the capital of Cochin China, in the years 1821-2. From the journal. With a memoir of the author by Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles. London, John Murray, 1826.

Contemporary straight-grained calf, gilt fillets round sides, rebacked with the original spine laid down, with title label to spine. With engraved view of Bangkok (stained). XXXI,427 pp. € 1250,00

*First edition.* - The First British diplomatic mission to the Annamese Empire. In 1821, the then Governor-General of India, Lord Hastings, sent John Crawfurd to the courts of Siam (now Thailand) and Cochinchina (now Vietnam.) Lord Hastings was especially interested in learning more about Siamese
policy with regard to the northern Malay states, and Cochinchina's policy with regard to French efforts to establish a presence in Asia. The noted Scottish naturalist George Finlayson (1790-1823) accompanied the Crawfurd Trade Mission as naturalist, returning with it to Calcutta in 1823. By this time his health was thoroughly broken, and he soon afterwards died. The journal which he had kept during the mission was edited, with a prefatory notice of the author, by Sir Stamford Raffles (DNB). The voyage commenced from Calcutta and sailed via Prince of Wales Island to Malacca, Siam, China and Vietnam. The book contains numerous observations on the Chinese in South East Asia (Löwendale, Supplement, p.87). - Rare. Cordier BI col. 975; Howgego II, p.220; Troelstra, Natural history travel narratives, p.153.

71 FRANKEN, L. Indrukken van een reis per stoomschip naar Zuid-Afrika. 3e vermeerderde druk. Den Helder, Egner, 1930. Original printed wrappers. 68 pp. € 25,00

First published in Apeldoorn in 1926. - Impressions of a trip by steamship to South-Africa.


First edition. - 'It was as special correspondent to 'The Times', that I revisited Persia and spent the stormy year of 1909 in Teheran; and subsequently travelled to the Persian Gulf, then up through Mesopotamia, and across the track of my presvious journey, to Syria, halting thereafter, on my way homeward, at many of the principal towns in Turkey' (Preface).


First edition. - Lucy Mary Jane Garnett (1849-1934) was a folklorist and traveller. She travelled
extensively in the Balkans and Middle East, recording the customs of the people among whom she lived. She is best known for her work in Turkey.

74 **GELDERLAND.** Gereformeerde dyck-rechten, van't rijck van Nymegen, Over- ende Neder-Betouwe, sampt Maes ende Wael, by de Staten des Fürstendoms Gelre ende Graeffschaps Zutphen geapprobeert ende bestedight op einen landt-dag tot Arnhem, den 24 Augustus 1640 (and) 1657 (and) 1679. Arnhem, Johan Friderich Hagen, 1679.

4to. Old half cloth. With woodcut printer's device on title-page. 41,(5) pp. € 75,00

Bound with: Ampliatie van't dyk-regt der vier Boven-Ampten des Quartiers van Nymegen, in't houden van dyk-proceduren. Arnhem, Wilhelms Heggiers, 1723. With coat of arms on title-page. 7 pp. - (Browned)

75 **GERMANY. - MÜNCHEN.** (No place, ca. 1890). Original red embossed cloth gilt. Leporello with 16 original photographs depicting buildings in the city of Münich. - *Fine condition.* € 65,00


Original boards (spine rubbed). 150 pp. € 95,00


77 **GONTAUT, Jacobus Alanus de.** De voornaemste waerheden der Ghristelyke religie, getrokken uyt de H. Schriftuurt tot onderwyzinge der jonkheyt .. derden druk. Ghendt, Franciscus en Dominicus vander Ween, 1726.

12.mo. Contemporary calf, spine ribbed and gilt. 93,(3),8,12 pp. € 65,00

THE FIRST AMERICAN MISSIONARY IN CONSTANTINOPLE


First edition. - William Goodell was the first American missionary in Constantinople. These memoirs of his life in Turkey written by his son-in-law differ from his own book *The old and the new* (1853) in providing a more detailed and less circumstantial account of Goodell’s personal life, his friendship with ambassador Porter and his efforts on behalf of the Armenians and the Greeks (*Blackmer p.151*). Goodell arrived in Constantinople in 1831 to establish a mission for the Armenians, although he had been in the Middle East since 1823. His great work was the translation of the bible in Armeno-Turkish; the New Testament portion was published in Malta in 1831, the Old Testament in Smyrna in 1842. He was a close friend of the US ambassador James Porter. He also established two army schools for Turkish troops. Finally he returned to the US in 1865. This book is mainly concerned with the life of the mission. *Blackmer Collection 703; not in the Atabey Collection.*

CHINESE GORDON – GORDON PASHA GORDON OF KARTOUM

79 GORDON, Charles George. General Gordon’s letters from the Crimea, the Danube, and Armenia. August 19, 1854, to November 71, 1858. Edited by Demetrius C. Boulger. London, Chapman and Hall, 1884. Original red cloth, spine lettered in gilt. XIII,205 pp. € 95,00

Charles George Gordon (1833-1885) was a British soldier and administrator. After the Crimean War broke out Gordon was ordered on active service, and landed at Balaklava on the 1st of January 1855. The siege of Sevastopol was in progress, and he had his full share of the arduous work in the trenches. He was attached to one of the British columns which assaulted the Redan on the 18th of June, and was also present at the capture of that work on the 8th of September. He took part in the expedition to Kinburn, and then returned to Sevastopol to superintend a portion of the demolition of the Russian dockyard. After peace with Russia had been concluded, Gordon was attached to an international
commission appointed to delimit the new boundary, as fixed by treaty, between Russia and Turkey in Bessarabia; and on the conclusion of this work he was ordered to Asia Minor on similar duty, with reference to the eastern boundary between the two countries. While so employed Gordon took the opportunity to make himself well acquainted with the geography and people of Armenia, and the knowledge of dealing with eastern nations then gained was of great use to him in after life. - A nice copy.

Original red cloth. With 22 photographic illustrations. 456 pp. € 65,00

Albert Louis Hugo Grothe (1869 - 1954) was a German cultural politician, scientist, geographer and orientalist.

Original red cloth. With 8 photographic plates. VIII,269 pp. € 95,00

Halil Halid Bey (B. 1869), one of the Ottoman's last period intellectuals, was appointed as the vice consul to the Ottoman embassy in London in 1897. He was known with his scientific side in the Islamic world as well as his political identity.

82  **HALL, Henry.** Aardrijkskundig handboek van Zuid-Afrika. Uit het Engelsch. Rotterdam, P.M. Bazendijk, 1866.
Original decorated gilt cloth, with fine lithographed wrappers with plan of Cape Town included. With large folding coloured map. (8),II,164,III pp. € 175,00

First published in English in Cape Town in 1859 Manual of South African Geography; presentation copy with autograph dedication by F.W.A. Beelaerts van Blokland to his brother, both born in South Africa. - 'This work was undertaken by the author at the request of R.W. Rawson, the then Colonial Secretary, there being great need for such a publication at this period. The statistical and general information was bought up-to-date, and the volume proved a useful addition to the educational works on South Africa' (Mendelssohn I, p.,671). - A fine copy.
*SAB II, p.487.*
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DUTCH PLACE NAMES AND PERSONS

83  **HALMA, François.** Tooneel der Vereenigde Nederlanden, en onderhorige landschappen, geopent in een algemeen historisch, genealogisch, geographisch, en staatkundig woordenboek, waar in de aloude, de opvolgende en hedendaagsche staat dezer gewesten naar de orde van't A.B.C. ontvouwen en opgeheldert wordt, uit een zeer groot getal van oude en nieuwe geschiedboeken, hantvesten, brieven, aantekeningen, en andere schriften, met behulp van verscheide kenners byeenvergadert en zamengesteld door François Halma en na deszelfs overlyden vervolgt door Matthaeus Brouërius van Nidek. Leeuwarden, Hendrik Halma, 1725. 2 volumes. Large folio. Contemporary blind-tooled vellum. With allegorical frontispiece, 2 title-pages printed in red and black, engraved portrait of the author, 27 engraved double-page maps and 37 engraved portraits. (12),470; 408 pp. € 1,850,00

François Halma (1653-1722) was boekhandelaar en academiedrukker, eerst te Utrecht, later te Amsterdam en vanaf 1710 te Leeuwarden. Het ‘Tooneel’ is een soort encyclopedie op plaatsnamen en persoonsnamen. Bij zijn overlijden was Halma bijna gereed met de tekst. Brouërius van Nidek nam toen de letters W, Y en Z voor zijn rekening en voegde een levensbeschrijving van Halma toe (*Haitsma Mulier & Van der Lem 202b*). With fine portraits of the earls of Holland and maps of the Netherlands. - *Aged-browned otherwise a very fine copy.*

**FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE**

84  **HAMLEY, E. Bruce.** The story of the campaign of Sebastopol written in the camp. Edinburgh, London, W. Blackwood and Sons, 1855. Original red embossed cloth (spine damaged; 1 hinge weak). With folding plan of Sevastopol, 4 coloured lithographed plates (1 folding) and 5 tinted lithographed plates (1 folding) after E.B. Hamley by M. & N. Hanhart. XV,339 pp. € 375,00
First edition. - Edward Bruce Hamley went out to the Crimea as adjutant to Colonel Richard Dacres, commanding the batteries in the First Division. On the death of General Strangways at Inkerman, Dacres was promoted to chief command of the artillery, Hamley becoming his aide-du-camp. Originally submitted to Blackwood’s as a series of letters, with work probably represents the most vivid published portrayal of the siege. The attractive lithographs are from the author’s own sketches. Includes descriptions of the charges of the Heavy Brigade and of Florence Nightingale in her hospital. - (Some spotting).

Abbey, Travel, 236; Bibl. Russica 125.

85 HAMMOND, R.A. The history of Turkey and the war in Egypt, a graphic description of the country, including Palestine, Egypt and other provinces of Turkey. With a full account of the rebellion and butchery in Alexandria. With biographical sketches of leading English officers ... Toronto, A.H. Hovey & Co., 1883. Original decorated cloth. With folding coloured map and 49 woodengravings. 544 pp. € 95,00

The habits and customs of the Turks and Arabs; their religious rites and ceremonies; the life of Mahomet; interviews with the Sultan, viziers and pashas; and unfolding the mysteries of harems, mosques, temples and the seraglio (Titlepage).

GOLD MINES IN SOUTH AFRICA


An important work on the gold-mining industry of the Transvaal, brought up to the middle of the year 1895 (Mendelssohn I, p.695).

SAB II, p.518.
87 **HAWLEY, Walter A.** Asia Minor. London, John Lane The Bodley Head, 1908. Original blind stamped brown cloth. With 2 folding maps and many photographic plates. X,329 pp. € 85,00

*First edition*; with armorial bookplate of John Cretton. - Walter A. Hawley was an American traveller who travelled in Asia Minor mainly by train.

**THROUGH ASIA**

88 **HEDIN, Sven.** En färd genom Asien 1893-97. Stockholm, Albert Bonniers, 1898. 2 volumes. Original pictorial cloth (spines sl. discoloured). With 4 maps (2 large folding and one double page) and 258 illustrations (many full page plates and some in colours). XIV,565,(4); (4),537,(6) pp. € 225,00

*First edition of Through Asia.* - Account of Sven Hedin's first scientific expedition in Central Asia. He traveled across Russia to Tashkent, and in winter 1893-94 he crossed the Pamir region. Returning to Kashgar in western Chinese Turkestan, he explored the Tarim Basin, then made a harrowing crossing of the Takla Makam Desert, during which some of his guides died of thirst. On his expedition, he also came upon ruins of ancient settlements that had lined the old Silk Road. Hedin next explored Lop Nop, a large shallow lake in western China, its shifting location long a puzzle to European geographers. He went on to Peking, then returned to Europe. He travelled through regions never before visited by Europeans. - *A fine set.*

*Hess 4; Yakushi H97C, Cordier, BS, col.2853.*

**TRANS-HIMALAYA**

89 **HEDIN, Sven.** Transhimalaya. Upptäcker och äfventyr i Tibet. Stockholm, Albert Bonnier, 1909 - 1912. 3 volumes. Original pictorial cloth. With 15 maps and 569 illustrations and plates (several in colours). (14),665,(2); (4),593,(2); (6),591 pp. € 225,00

*First edition of Trans-Himalaya.* - Account of the exploration in Tibet and Central Asia, 1906-08. 'Der Reichtum an
geographischer, historischer und ethnologischer, aber auch kultureller Information
bleibt auch heute noch in ihrer gesamtheitlichen Darstellung einmalig und
unübertroffen' (Aschoff 812). - A fine set.
Hess p.23; Yakushi H103a.

90  HEERES, J.E. Heeft Nederland de Kaap verkocht ? Eene
lezing. Amsterdam, Pretoria, J.H. de Bussy, 1914. Original printed
wrappers. 45 pp.
An address: Did the Netherlands sell the Cape ?
Mendelssohn I, p.699.

91  HELHWALD, Friedrich von & Louis
Constantin BECK. Die heutige Türkei.
Schilderung von Land und Leuten des
Osmanischen Reiches .. vor und nach dem Kriege
von 1877/78. 2. vielfach verbesserte Auflage.
Leipzig, Otto Spamer, 1878.
2 volumes in 1. Modern half cloth. With 2 double-
page coloured maps, 10 plates and 220 woodengravings. VIII,478; VIII,496 pp.
€ 95,00
With bookplate of Sefik E. Atabey; Bibliothek der Länder
und Völkerkunde. - Volume I European Turkey, Volume II Asian and Arabian Turkey. Fine illustrated
account.- (With library stamp on titlepage; 1 tear rep.).

92  HOFFMEISTER, Eduard von. Durch Armenien. Eine
Wanderung und der Zug Xenophons bis zum Schwarzen Meere. Eine
8vo. Cloth (spine sl. faded). With 4 maps (2 folding), 5 plates and 96
photographic illustrations by the author. VIII,252 pp.
€ 95,00

93  HOMOET, J.C. Ito, de priester der zongodin. Een Japansch
verhaal. Amsterdam, W. Kirchner, (1899).
Original half brown cloth, spine lettered in gilt. With coloured
lithographed frontispiece and map. 321,(2) pp.
€ 95,00
Juvenile of which the scene is laid at Japan with observations on local
history and customs.
94  **HOOGHE, Romeyn de & Nicolaes Pieterszoon BERCHEM.** A herd with 2 shepherds. (No pl., 17th century).
Etched plate of a scene with cattle by Romeyn de Hooghe after N.P. Berchem. Ca. 9 x 12 cm. € 125,00

*Landwehr, Romeyn de Hooghe the etcher, p.42; Hollstein H 152.*

95  **HOOGHE, Romeyn de & Nicolaes Pieterszoon BERCHEM.** Resting herd with shepherd. (No pl., 17th century).
Etched plate of a scene with cattle by Romeyn de Hooghe after N.P. Berchem. Ca. 9 x 12 cm. € 125,00

*Landwehr, Romeyn de Hooghe the etcher, p.42; Hollstein H 153.*


Frederick Pietersz. de Houtman (1571 - 1627) was a Dutchman who participated with his brother Cornelis in the Eerste Schipvaart, the first expedition by sea from Holland to the East Indies. On his second trip to the East, he was imprisoned for more than two years in the Aceh Sultanate. He published the first Dutch-Malay dictionary.

98  **HOWARD, George William Frederic.** Diary in Turkish and Greek waters. 4th edition.
First edition also published in 1854; with armorial bookplate of William Garnett. - These travels by George William Frederic Howard, 7th Earl of Carlisle took place from June 3, 1853 to May 20, 1854 and include some interesting gossip about life in Athens (Blackmer p. 12). - A fine copy of the 'Grand Tour' made by Carlisle (1802-1864).
Blackmer Collection 835; Weber 507; Contominas 122.


First edition. - Surveys the history and character of the people of Turkey through selected extracts from sixteenth- and seventeenth-century travelogues made by Europeans of various social classes and professions. These documents record life, war, government, music and love in the Golden Age of the Ottoman Empire from a Christian European perspective.

**RARE SMYRNA IMPRINT**

100 **ICONOMOS, Constantin.** Etude sur Smyrne. Traduite du Grec par Bonaventure F. Slaars et enrichie par le traducteur d'un appendice et de notes nombreuses, étendues et variées qui la complètent. Smyrne, B. Tatikian, 1868. Modern wrappers with original printed wrappers mounted. VIII,152 pp. € 175,00

Rare imprint of Izmir (Smyrna) with autograph dedication by the translator.

101 **(IVERNOIS, Francis d').** Tableau historique et politique des révolutions de Geneve dans le dix-huitième siècle. Geneve, 1782. Old wrappers, uncut. XXIV,400 pp. € 95,00

The Geneva Revolution of 1782 was a short-lived attempt to broaden the franchise and include men of modest means in the republican government of the oligarchic Genevan city state. - (Stained).
**TURKISH MUSLIM WOMAN’S LIFE CYCLE**


*First edition.* - Hester Donaldson Jenkins (1869-1941), a professor at the American College for Girls in Constantinople from 1900-1909, wrote enthusiastically about the Young Turks who seemed to promise new freedoms for Ottoman women. Jenkins uses her own observations of Constantinople, her students, and their families to construct an account of a "typical" Turkish Muslim woman's life cycle at this turning point in Ottoman history. She directs her comments toward childhood, education, marriage, polygamy, and divorce, in order to correct Western misapprehensions. In its confidence in the bright prospects of American influence and Ottoman reform, this book captures an optimistic moment in which social progress seemed to be thriving (Text from the reprint).


Mainly dealing with Johan and Cornelis de Witt. Also included is a biography of Johan Evertsen, Luitenant Admiraal van Zeeland.
AN EARLY ACCOUNT OF A VISITOR FROM INDIA TO EUROPE

JOSEPH, DEN GEBOORNEN INDIAAN.
SONDERLINGE REYSEN VAN JOSEPH, DEN GEBOORNEN INDIAAN, bevattende een aanmerklikhe beschrijvingh der landen, steeden, en inwooners van Caranganor, Calicuth, Cambaja, Narsinga, enz. Door de Portugeezen uyt syjn mond opgetekend, anno 1501. Nu aldereerst uyt 't Portugeesch vertaald. Leyden, Pieter van der Aa, 1706.

Issued in Pieter van der Aa's collection of voyages. - When Pedro Alvares Cabral called at Cochin in the winter of 1500 to 1501, he was approached by two Syro-Malabar priests, Joseph and Mathias, who requested to be taken on board for the voyage to Europe so that they could visit Rome and Jerusalem. Mathias, however, died en route. In the cities of Europe, Joseph was apparently interrogated at great length about his homeland, and was regarded as a man of the highest integrity. His description of Cranganore, although bigoted and biased in favour of the Christian community, was widely accepted at face value. In Rome he presented a report on the Malabar Christians and answered numerous questions, some of them directed from the pope himself (Howgego J29). An early account of a visitor from India to Europe. - Fine. Tiele 5; Cat. NHSM I, p.107.

TONGA PEOPLE

2 volumes. Original green pictorial cloth, gilt lettering, with dust-jackets. With map and many photographic illustrations. 500; 574 pp.

First enlarged edition in English, first published in French Les Ba-Ronga, 1898. - Classic work on the natives of South-East Africa, the Tonga tribe. 'It is one of the finest ethnographical publications on this part of the sub-continent ever issued' (Mendelssohn I, p.796). Volume I: The social life; volume II: The psychic life. - A very fine copy. SAB II, p.714.
107 **KERVYN DE VOLKAERSBEKE, Ph. & J. DIEGERICK.** Documents historiques inédits concernant les troubles des Pays-bas, 1577-1584, publiés avec des notes biographiques et historiques. Gand, F. et E. Gyselinck, 1848-1849. 2 volumes. Original half cloth, spines lettered in gilt. With 6 folding lithographed facsimiles. (6),44,XX,467,(1); (4),XXXIII,498 pp. € 95,00

With autograph signed dedication and armorial bookplate of W.C. Baert de Waarde. - Interesting source for the War of Independence, 1556-1648.

108 **KNELL, William.** A two-masted barque together with other vessels in a calm sea off the coast. (No pl., ca. 1850). Lithographed plate after William Knell. Ca. 34 x 46 cm. € 275,00

Attractive scene by William Adolphus Knell (1802-1875) or his son William Calcott Knell (1830-1880), both successful British maritime painters of the 19th century. - (Some spots).

109 **KNIGHTON, William.** European Turkey; its people, its provinces, and its history with an account of the origin of the present war. London, John Cassell, 1854. Original embossed green cloth, spine gilt. With folding map and folding portrait of Omar Pasiia on a horse and many woodengravings in the text (several full page). VIII,216 pp. € 275,00

*First edition.* - 'The author has endeavoured to write dispassionately and without prejudice of institutions, customs, manners, and a state of society totally different from those of Western Europe' *(Preface).*

**A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF DAY-TO-DAY LIFE AT THE CAPE**

110 **KOLB, Peter.** Description du Cap de Bonne-Esperance, où l'on trouve tout ce qui concerne l'histoire-naturelle du pays; la religion, les moeurs & les usages des Hottentots; et l'établissement des Hollandois. Amsterdam, Jean Catuffe, 1742. 3 volumes. Sm.8vo. Later half calf, spines ribbed. With titles printed in red and black, engraved allegorical frontispiece, 5 folding engraved maps and 25 engraved
First French edition, first published in German in Nürnberg in 1719 on the title page: *Caput Bonae Spei. Das ist vollständige Beschreibungen des Akraischen Vorgebürges der Guten Hofnung.* - Peter Kolb (1676-1726), a German astronomer, was sent to the Cape by Baron von Krosick in 1705. From 1707 till April 1713 he was secretary in service by the Dutch East India Company (VOC) at Stellenbosch. Of the utmost importance is the section on the plants and on the animals of that region, being the earliest account of South African fauna. Peter Kolb published one of the first works in German devoted entirely to the Cape region of South Africa. His work divides equally between the natural history of the Cape and a description of the Hottentot (Khoi) people, explaining their manners and customs in great detail (Howgego p.577). - (1 leaf sl. damaged with some loss of text). - Fine set.

Tiele 606; Cat. NHSM I, p.207; Landwehr, VOC, 585; Cf. Mendelssohn I, p.843-44; SAB III, p.6.

111 **KONING, Jacobus, Henrik van WIJN, Jonas Daniël MEIJER.** De merkwaardigste stukken uit de oudste archieven van Amsterdam, aangaande de vroegere privilegiën, van deszelfs poorters en inwoners. 2e druk. Amsterdam, Pieper & Ipenbuur, 1824. Original boards (spine rep.). With 9 folding lithographed plates and facsimiles. (8),120 pp. € 45,00

The most remarkable pieces from the oldest archives in Amsterdam. I. Verslag .. omtrent de ijzeren kapel in de oude kerk te Amsterdam; II. Henrik van Wyn, Iets over de keur van Gui van Hennegouwen aan de stad Amsterdam; III. Jonas Daniel Meijer. Eenige bedenkingen over de Poorterijen en de vergunning dier regten aan Amsterdam. - (Some staining).

112 **KONING, Jacobus.** Geschiedenis van het Slot te Muiden, en Hoofts leven op hetzelve. Amsterdam, J. van der Hey en Zoon, 1827. Original boards (spine rep.). With engraved title-page by P. Velijn and 2 plans (1 folding) by D. Veelwaard. VIII,150 pp. € 45,00

One of the famous owners of the castle shows up in the 16th century, when P.C. Hooft (1581-1647), a famous author, poet and historian took over sheriff and bailiff duties for the area (Het Gooiland). For 39
years he spent his summers in the castle and invited friends, scholars, poets and painters such as Vondel, Huygens, Bredero and Maria Tesselschade Visscher, over for visits. This group became known as the Muiderkring. He also extended the garden and the plum orchard, while at the same time an outer earthworks defense system was put into place. - (Title and plan waterstained).

113 KONING, Jacobus. Verhandeling over de oorsprong, de uitvinding, verbetering en volmaking der boekdrukkunst. Haarlem, A. Loosjes, Pz, 1816.
Old boards (spine dam.). With 9, mainly folding, facsimile plates. VIII,475,(1),XVI,(4) pp. € 45,00
Discourse on the origin, invention, improvement and completion of printing. Jacobus Koning, a lawyer from Amsterdam, was an avid supporter of the theory that printing was invented in Haarlem by Laurens Janszoon Coster. - (Margins stained).

Contemporary marbled boards (sl. dam.). 103 pp. € 225,00
First French edition; first published in Leipzig in 1790: Die Indianer in England. - Louis Bursay (1738-1807), stage and pen-name Louis Bruyas, was a French actor and playwriter, he translated several plays by Kotzebue (1761-1819), who was one of the most popular writers of his time. - (Last leaf mounted on last free endpaper, old owner's inscription on title-page and on verso owner's stamps). - Rare.

THE ARRIVAL OF THE GREENLAND WHALING SAILERS

Contemporary handcoloured perspective view (vue d'optique or Guckkastenbild), with descriptive text in 4 languages, after Adolf van der Laan by Sieuwert van der Meulen. Ca. 31 x 40 cm. € 325,00
One of a set of four optical scenes depicting whaling. These prints were a popular
18th century visual entertainment. This set is copied from the Dutch set of sixteen by Adolf van der Laan and Siewert van der Meulen. - *A fine old handcoloured scene depicting the arrival of the Greenland whaling sailers.*

*Ingalls, Francis B. Lothrop Collection, 147; see Brewington, Kendall Whaling Museum, 86.*

116 **LAET, Johannes de.** Gallia, sive de Francorum regis dominiis et opibus commentarius. Lugduni Batavorum, ex officina Elzeviriana, 1629.

16mo. Contemporary vellum, with manuscript title on spine. With fine engraved titlepage. (14), 461 pp.

*First edition; with bookplate on verse titlepage Ad Bibliothecam Principalem Arausio-Nassauiensem Dillenburgicam.* - Johannes de Laet from Antwerp (1581-1649), was a Dutch geographer and director of the Dutch West India Company (WIC). This volume on France belongs to a popular series published by Elzevier in Leiden on several countries, and called by the general title *Republiques elzeviriennes* or *Respublica.* De Laet wrote eleven works for that series. - *A fine copy from the library of Nassau-Oranien in Dillenburg.*

*Willems 311.*

117 **LANE-POOLE, Stanley.** The life of the right hounourable Stratford Canning, Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe; from his memoirs and private and official papers. London, Longmans, Green, and Co., 1888.

2 volumes. Later blue cloth with green morocco title-labels. With 2 steelengraved portraits of Stratford Canning by G.J. Stodart (1 foxed), portrait of Mrs. Canning and folding facsimile. XXIX,519; XVIII,475; 24 pp.

*First edition.* - Stratford Canning, 1st Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe (1786-1880) was a British diplomat and politician, best known as the longtime British Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire. He held his first appointment as Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire between 1825 and 1828. He intermittently represented several constituencies in parliament between 1828 and 1842. In 1841 he was re-appointed Ambassador to the Ottoman Empire, a position he held for the next 17 years. Canning came to be seen as one of the leading figures in Constantinople, as British influence over the Porte increased.

118 **LATTIMORE, Owen.** The desert road to Turkestan. London, Methuen & Co., 1928.

Original brown cloth, spine lettered in gilt. With 2 double-page maps depicting the road to Turkestan and the Mongolian trade route and 48 photographic illustrations. XIV,331 pp.

*€ 375,00*
First edition. - Owen Lattimore (1900 - 989) was an American author, educator, and influential scholar of China and Central Asia, especially Mongolia. During his year in Beijing before departing on his expedition, he met his wife, Eleanor Holgate. For their honeymoon they planned to travel from Beijing to India, he overland, she by rail across Siberia. In the event, the plans were disrupted and she had to travel alone by horse-drawn sled for 640 km in February to find him. She described her journey in Turkestani Reunion (1934), he in The Desert Road to Turkestani (1928) and High Tartary (1930).

Yakushi p.234.


First edition. - Containing also some coloured illustrations of Nepal in the 19th century. - (Foxed as usual). 

Yakushi L58; Chadenat 1408.

**HIS FIRST AND SECOND TRAVELS INTO THE INTERIOR OF AFRICA**

120  **LE VAILLANT, François.** Reize in de binnenlanden van Afrika, langs de Kaap de Goede Hoop, in de jaren 1780 tot 1785, gedaan. Uit het Fransch door J.D. Pasteur. Leyden, Amsterdam, Honkoop en Allart, 1791-98. 5 volumes in 2. Contemporary half calf, (rebacked with the original spines laid down), with red morocco title-labels on spines. With large folding map and 34 engraved plates (7 folding and 7 printed in sepia). € 950,00

First Dutch edition; first published in French Voyage dans l'interieur de l' Afrique par le Cap de Bonne-Espèrance. Paris 1790. - 'Le Vaillant was born at Paramaribo in
Dutch Guiana in 1753, and after being educated in Holland, France, and Germany, proceeded to Paris where he studied the natural history collections, and, full of enthusiasm and ambition, decided to travel into the interior of Africa in order to further his opportunities of gaining information by observing the specimens in their native countries. Making the acquaintance of Mr. Temminck, the Treasurer of the Dutch East India Company, he was enabled to proceed to the Cape in one of the Company's ships called the *Held-Woltemaade*. The narrative is characterised by the intelligent and interesting manner in which it is written. (Mendelssohn pp.889-890).

He was one of the first to study the birds in South Africa. 'This work was attacked when published, and some of the incidents related were declared to be either exaggerated or altogether invented. It is, however, interesting as an account of South Africa at a time when comparatively little was known regarding its natural history and the Dutch settlers' (Cox I, p.389). - With nice views i.a. of the Cape of Good Hope and plates showing Hottentots and giraffes. One of the earliest works combining exploration, natural history and sport (Czech p.164-165). - Some browning and waterstaining, some blank margins restored, folds of folding plan skilfully restored otherwise a fine copy.

Tiele 659; Cat. *NHSM* I, p.206 (French ed. only); Mendelssohn I, p.889; SAB III, p.100; Howgego p.625; Rookmaaker, *The zoological exploration of S. Africa 1650-1790*, p.177-271, Nissen, ZBI, 2482.

**HIS SECOND TRAVEL INTO THE INTERIOR OF AFRICA**


*First French edition*. - His second excursion, between April 1783 and August 1784, took him northward beyond the Orange River. He was one of the first to study the birds in South Africa. - (Age-browned).

*Mendelssohn* I, p.889; *SAB* III, p.101; *Howgego* p.625; *Rookmaaker, The zoological exploration of S. Africa 1650-1790*, p.177-271, Nissen, ZBI, 2482; *Boucher de la Richarderie IV*, p.242-244.

123 LEWIS, Matthew Gregory. Journal of a West India proprietor, kept during a residence in the island of Jamaica. London, John Murray, 1834. Old boards, with printed title label on spine, uncut. 408 pp. € 225,00

First edition. - Account of two journeys in Jamaica in 1815 - 1817, published posthumously. Lewis inherited extensive property in Jamaica and wrote this journal during his visits there in 1815 and 1817. On his second visit he contracted the yellow fever which led to his death on the voyage home. 'An interesting document dealing with the state of the island after the abolition of the slave trade and before the freeing of the blacks' (Ragatz p.227). - Age-browned otherwise a fine copy of one of the best pictures of Caribbean plantation life. Sabin 40821; Work p.268.

MARTIN HINRICH CARL LICHTENSTEIN (1780 - 1857) GERMAN PHYSICIAN, EXPLORER, BOTANIST AND ZOOLOGIST

124 LICHTENSTEIN, Martin Hinrich Karl (Henry). Travels in Southern Africa, in the years 1803, 1804, 1805, and 1806. Translated from the original German by Anne Plumptre. London, Henry Colburn, 1812-1815. 2 volumes. 4to. Later half calf, spines lettered in gilt. With engraved portrait, folding map of the Cape of Good Hope from the latest surveys made by order of the Dutch government (mounted on linen), folding engraved view of the Karree Mountains
First edition, first published in German in Berlin in 1811-1812 *Reisen in südlichen Afrika*. Lichtenstein came to the Cape as tutor to the last Dutch governor J.W. Janssens's son. There is an account of Janssens's travels to Kaffraria, and of subsequent journeys through the western and northern parts of the colony, including visits to Groenekloof, Saldanha Bay, the Rogge Veld, the Karroo, Roodezand, Zwellendam, Mossel Bay, Bethelsdorp, Graaff-Reinet etc. with descriptions of the Bechunas, Bushmen, and the various Kaffir tribes; and much information respecting the wild animals and natural features of the country traversed. The second volume contains further journeys to Zwellendam and the countries inhabited by the Bushmen, Corans and the Bechuanas and concludes with a narrative of the capture of the colony by the British (*Mendelssohn I*, p.899). (Some leaves browned). A good copy.

SAB III, p.116; Howgego II, p.360


*First edition.* - An account of a tour throughout South Africa in the latter part of the year 1898, expressing the views of the author on the current state of political and social matters in the sub-continent at this period. The volume is written from an imperialistic point of view, and the writer was evidently not prepossessed in favour of the cause of the Boers, and what he saw and heard during his stay does not appear to have changed his views in this respect to any extent (*Mendelssohn I*, p.905-06).

SAB III, p.130.

**DAVID LIVINGSTONE, THE GREATEST OF THE AFRICAN EXPLORERS**

Original cloth (spine discoloured (one hinge sl. dam.). With double-page plate of the Falls at Zambesi, large folding map, and 36 woodengraved plates and illustrations. XXII,638; 6 pp. € 375,00

First American edition: first published in London in 1865; with the armorial bookplate of Frederick C. Bradley. - Account of Livingstone's second expedition. The British government agreed to fund Livingstone's idea and he returned to Africa as head of the Second Zambesi Expedition to examine the natural resources of southeastern Africa and open up the Zambezi River. However, it turned out to be completely impossible to boats past the Cahora Bassa rapids, a series of cataracts and rapids that Livingstone had failed to explore on his earlier travels. He eventually returned home in 1864 after the government ordered the recall of the expedition because of its increasing costs and failure to find a navigable route to the interior. The Zambezi Expedition was castigated as a failure in many newspapers of the time, and Livingstone experienced great difficulty in raising funds to further explore Africa.


127 LIVINGSTONE, David. Missionary travels and researches in South Africa; including a sketch of sixteen years' residence in the interior of Africa, and a journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loanda on the west coast; thence across the continent, down the river Zambesi, to the eastern ocean. London, John Murray, 1857. Contempoary calf, spine gilt (sl. rubbed; one hinge sl. dam. but holding). With folding wood-engraved frontispiece depicting the Victoria Falls by Whymper, engraved portrait (margins foxed), a folding cross section, 2 folding maps and 42 wood-engraved plates and illustrations. X,687pp. € 450,00

First edition. - An account of Livingstone's first expedition (1853-1856). With the help of the Makololos, a South African tribe, Livingstone planned to explore the whole of southern Africa as far as Angola. The missionary had become an important explorer. As the first European, he traveled on the Zambezi to Kazembe in a pirogue, a fast water vessel made from a tree trunk. In order to escape from the slave traders of Portuguese Africa, Livingstone traveled via Cassange and Bihé to Luanda, a Portuguese port and the capital of Angola, where he arrived completely exhausted on 31 May, 1854. As soon as he had recovered from his fever, he undertook a trek to Lake Dilolo, discovered the source of the Kasai, a left tributary of the Congo, and
arrived in Linyanti, the capital of the Makololos. In the course of the major Zambezi expedition that followed he discovered the Victoria Falls, the falls of the middle Zambezi, in 1855 (Waldmann, Encyclopedia of world explorers, p.226). "Livingstone's services to African geography are almost unequalled. he explored vast regions of central Africa, many of which had never been seen by white men before' (Printing and the Mind of Man 341). - Some foxing as usual, first fly-leaf missing, otherwise fine. Mendelssohn I, p.908-10; SAB III, p.136; Gordon-Brown p. 190-191; Hess & Coger 3067.


MISS IRBY AND MISS MACKENZIE TRAVELLING IN SERBIA AND THE BALKANS

129 MACKENZIE, Georgina Mary Muir & Adelina Paulin IRBY. Travels in the Slavonic provinces of Turkey-in-Europe. With a preface by W.E. Gladstone. 3rd edition. London, Dalby, Isbister & Co., 1877. 2 volumes. Original green cloth, spines lettered in gilt. With 2 frontispieces, 2 maps (1 coloured and folding) and 17 plates. XVII,313; II,342 pp. € 650,00

First published in 1867; revised edition, with three additional chapters by Miss Irby, and with a preface by Gladstone. Three editions appeared in 1877. - The number of editions may be due to the events of 1876, but this book by two British school teachers is still important for an understanding of the complex nature of this part of the Balkans. Miss Irby and Miss MacKenzie travelled in Serbia and the Balkans from 1861 to 1864, during which time they established a teacher-training school in Sarajevo (Atabey p.377). Georgina Mary Muir Mackenzie (1833-1874) and Adelina Paulina Irby (1831-1911) spent 1861-1864 where few outside women had been before. They undertook researches to a much greater degree than their more genteel contemporaries. Their descriptions of landscapes and people are not over-romantic, but they provide ample local colour (Theakstone p.170). Valuable information on the peoples of the former Yugoslavia, i.a. Slovenia, Bosnia, Croatia, Serbia and Montenegro. - A fine set. Blackmer Collection 1051 (first ed.); Atabey Collection 746 (5th ed.); Contominas Collection 429.

'The book's particular achievement is to impersonate the 16th- and 17th-century traveler'.

131  **MALANG.** Letter & invoice from the civil registry in Malang to A.J.F. Wolff, major of the infantry there, concerning the costs of his daughter's marriage Malang, 1915. € 65,00
Folo. 1 autograph leaf, with signature for receipt of the money.

132  **MARGADANT, W.F.** Met de adelborsten aan boord van de 'Aldebaran'. 's Gravenhage, W. Cremer, 1887. Original decorated cloth (extremiteis of spine sl. dam.). 423 pp. € 65,00

*First edition; with autograph dedication by the author.* - From London to Brazil, South-Africa and Suriname. - *Cat. NHSM I, p.126.*

133  **MARMONT, (Auguste Frederic Louis).** The present state of the Turkish Empire, translated with notes and observations, on the relations of England with Turkey and Russia by Frederic Smith. London, John Ollivier, 1839. Original brown embossed cloth. With folding map. LXXX, 341 pp. € 275,00

*First English edition; first published in French in 1837-1838.* - The English edition translates a part of the work only - that dealing with Turkey and especially Constantinople. The translator provides an abridged version of the rest of Marmont's narrative *(Blackmer p.228).*

*Atabey Collection 773.*
WILLIAM MARSDEN, PIONEER IN THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF INDONESIA

4to. Later blue buckram. L,(2),225 pp. € 975,00

First edition; with bookplate of Arthur Hereward Millard. - Famous Malay grammar by William Marsden (1754-1836). In the very profuse introduction he discusses a diversity of subjects, frequently only distantly connected with the Malay language. He reached Bencoolen on 30 May 1771. During an eight years' residence in Sumatra, Marsden did good official service as sub-secretary, and afterwards as principal secretary, to the government (DNB). - A landmark of European Malay scholarship. - (Foxed as usual). - A fine copy.
Cordier, BI, 1405; Teeuw, A critical survey of studies on Malay and Bahasa Indonesia, p.16: great Malay grammar.

4to. Modern half cloth. XXI,(2),604 pp. € 395,00

Famous Malay dictionary by William Marsden (1754-1836) translated by Cornelis Pieter Jacob Elout (1795-1843) into Dutch and French, both of which were official languages in Holland. William Marsden was an English orientalist, linguist, numismatist, and pioneer in the scientific study of Indonesia. - (Some staining at end).
Teeuw, A critical survey of studies on Malay and Bahasa Indonesia, p.16-17.

4to. Original boards (sl. rubbed). XCV, 344,(4) pp. € 425,00

First published in London in 1812: A grammar of the Malayan language. - Famous Malay grammar by William Marsden (1754-1836) in Dutch and French, both of which were, at that time, official
languages in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands. In the very profuse introduction he discusses a diversity of subjects, frequently only distantly connected with the Malay language. He reached Bencoolen on 30 May 1771. During an eight years' residence in Sumatra, Marsden did good official service as sub-secretary, and afterwards as principal secretary, to the government (DNB). - *A fine copy.*

*Cordier, BI, col. 1405; Teeuw, A critical survey of studies on Malay and Bahasa Indonesia, p.16: great Malay grammar; Cat. KITLV p.278.*


Famous Malay dictionary by William Marsden (1754-1836) translated by Cornelis Pieter Jacob Elout (1795-1843) into Dutch. William Marsden was an English orientalist, linguist, numismatist, and pioneer in the scientific study of Indonesia.- (Dutch title-page rep.).

*Teeuw, A critical survey of studies on Malay and Bahasa Indonesia, p.16-17.*


First edition in print of the voyage to Spain by Friedrich Martens, (1635 - 1699), a German physician and naturalist.

**A NOTED ORIENTAL SCHOLAR AND HISTORIAN**

139 **MAURICE, Thomas.** The history of Hindostan, its arts, and its sciences, as connected with the history of the other great empires of Asia, during the most ancient periods of the world. 2nd edition. London, printed by W. Bulmer and W. Nicol, 1820. 3 volumes in 2. 4to. Contemporary half calf, spines gilt (hinges sl. dam.). With 16 engraved plates (2 folding). 522; 303,337 pp. € 950,00

First edition published in London in 1795. - Thomas Maurice (1754-1824) published numerous works on the religion of India. After he had completed his extensive 'Indian Antiquities' he traced Indian history back to its classical origins. Volume I mainly gives ancient astronomical details from the Hindoo, Hebraic, Phoenician, Egyptian and Greek
systems, covering the period between the creation and the flood. Volume II contains the Sanskrit and classical history of India. The imaginative curious plates are showing the Indian Deitees (incarnations of Veeshnu, Creeshna etc.) but also the ancient zodiac from Egypt, oriental zodiac, the 28 Hindoo lunar mansions. The plates are mainly facsimiles of the mythological designs and as Maurice says in his advertisement 'Absurd as some of them may appear to an European eye, it appeared still more absurd attempt to make any alterations in them'.


Manual for merchants about the calculation of exchange rates. - (Some wormholes).


143  **MIDHAT, Ali Haydar.** The life of Midhat Pasha. A record of his services, political reforms, banishment, and judicial murder. Derived from private documents and reminiscences by his son Ali Haydar Midhat Bey. London, John Murray, 1903. Original blue cloth, lettered in gilt. With frontispiece portrait. XII,292 pp. € 95,00

Ahmed Şefik Midhat Pasha (1822 - 1883) was an Ottoman democrat and one of the leading statesmen during the late Tanzimat period. He is most famous for leading the Ottoman constitutional movement of 1876 and introducing the First Constitutional Era, but was also a leading figure of reform in the educational and provincial administrations. He was assassinated on 26 April 1883.
AN IMPORTANT SOURCE FOR LOCAL DUTCH HISTORY AND GENEALOGY

144  **MIERIS, Frans van.** Groot charterboek der graaven van Holland, van Zeeland en heeren van Vriesland: beginnende met de eerste en oudste brieven van die landstreek, en eindigende met den dood van .. Jacoba van Beijere .. Leyden, Pieter vander Eyk, 1753-56. 4 volumes. Folio. Contemporary mottled calf, spines richly gilt, with green morocco labels on spines (2 missing), (some hinges sl. dam. and some extremities of spines sl. dam.). With title-pages printed in red and black.

*First and only edition.* - Important source for local Dutch history and genealogy ca. 725-1450 by Frans van Mieris, the younger (1689 - 1763), a Dutch painter and historian. *Haitsma Mulier 338F.*


*A very fine copy.*


*First edition.* - Lady Dorothy (1889-1959) was a glamorous society gal, daughter of the Earl of Orford. Although never quite shaking off her former image - touring Istanbul in a chauffeur-driven Ford - she nevertheless earned herself a reputation as one of the most daring and adventurous of all those crowds of ladies travelling between the two world wars *(Robinson, Wayward women, p.187).* After leaving Constantinople the author continues her journey visiting Ankara, South Anatolia, Syria, Jerusalem, Tel-Aviv, Jordan and Iraq.
‘PRUSSIAN TACTICAL GENIUS’


First published in 1841. - Graf von Moltke was a German Field Marshal. The chief of staff of the Prussian Army for thirty years, he is regarded as one of the great strategists of the latter 19th century, and the creator of a new, more modern method of directing armies in the field. He was seconded by the Prussian government to the service of the Porte. He spent two years in Constantinople charged with the reorganisation of the army and the refurbishment of the fortifications in the Dardanelles. He fought in the Syrian campaign against Mehemet Ali in the 1840’s (Atabey p.429). He surveyed the city of Constantinople and made many journeys to the Bosphorus, Dardanelles, Wallachia, Bulgaria, Rumelia, etc. ‘No other book gives so deep an insight into the character of the Turkish Empire, and no other book of travels better deserves to be regarded as a German classic’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica).

148  MOLTKE, Helmuth Karl Bernhard von. The Russians in Bulgaria and Rumelia in 1828 and 1829; during the campaigns of the Danube, the sieges of Brailow, Varna, Silistria, Shumla, and the passage of the Balkan by Marshal Diebitch. London, John Murray, 1854. Original red cloth. With folding map and 12 battle-plans on 11 folding plates. VI,476 pp. € 175,00


A CURIOUS PICTURE OF ORIENTAL LIFE

149  MONEY, Edward. Twelve months with the Bashi-Bazouks. London, Chapman and Hall, 1857. Original embossed green cloth, spine lettered in gilt (extremities spine sl. dam.). With 3 lithographed plates, coloured by hand, depicting an offer, an Arab soldier and an Arnaout soldier of the Bashi Bazouks. IV,220; (4) pp. € 475,00
A bashi-bazouk was an irregular soldier of the Ottoman army. Bashi-bazouk could be ethnic Turks or from other peoples of the empire such as Circassians, Arabs, Albanians, or Bosniaks. A first-hand account of the Crimean War giving a curious picture of Oriental life, with fine coloured plates. - (Some marginal wormholes).

Not in the Blackmer or Atabey Collection.

150  **MONTAGU, Charles.** Engraved armorial bookplate of the Right Hon.ble Charles Montagu, Earl of Manchester, Viscount Mandevile and Baron Montagu of Kimbolten. Dated 1704. € 65,00

Charles Montagu (1661 - 1715) was an English poet and statesman. - *Fine.*

151  **MORSE, Sidney Edwards.** Premium questions on slavery, each admitting of a yes or no answer; addressed to the editors of the New York Independent and New York Evangelist. New York, Harper & Brothers, 1860. Original printed wrappers. 30 pp. € 65,00

An impassioned list of 232 questions on slavery, each admitting of a yes or no answer which author Sidney Morse, submitted to the press. Sidney Edwards Morse (1794 - 1871) was a U.S. inventor, geographer and journalist. He was the brother of telegraphy pioneer and painter Samuel F. B. Morse. In 1823 he moved to New York, and with his brother, Richard Cary Morse, founded the *New York Observer*, which eventually became the oldest weekly in New York City, and the oldest religious newspaper in the state.

152  **MOSER, Johann Jacob.** Vollständiger Bericht von der so berühmt als fatalen Clausula Articuli IV. Pacis Ryswicensis, bestehende theils in einer historischen Erzählung/ wie diese Clausul gegen alle vormalige und öfters wiederholte
The Nine Years' War (1688-97) - often called the War of the Grand Alliance or the War of the League of Augsburg, was a major war of the late 17th century fought between King Louis XIV of France, and a European-wide coalition, the Grand Alliance, led by the Anglo-Dutch Stadtholder-King William III, Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I, King Charles II of Spain, Victor Amadeus II of Savoy, and the major and minor princes of the Holy Roman Empire. By the terms of the Treaty of Ryswick (1697) Louis XIV retained the whole of Alsace, but he was forced to return Lorraine to its ruler and give up any gains on the right bank of the Rhine. Louis XIV also accepted William III as the rightful King of England, while the Dutch acquired their Barrier fortress system in the Spanish Netherlands to help secure their own borders. - (Waterstained).


154  NAPIER, E. ELERS. Excursions in Southern Africa, including a history of the Cape Colony, an account of the native tribes, etc. London, William Shoberl, 1849. 2 volumes. Original embossed red cloth, spines later half morocco, lettered in gilt. With engraved frontispiece view of Cape Town, 2 portraits and 6 woodengravings. XXX,359; IV,456 pp. First edition; with bookplate of I. & F.W. Hosken. - An account of the Cape Colony from the earliest period of settlement down to the Kaffir War of 1876-7. The work is a critique of the British Government in the Cape and the original draft was, according to the author, rejected by several publishers on the grounds that it was too outspoken on the failures of its subject (Mendelssohn II, p.75). - Added an autograph letter by Napier. - Fine. - SAB III, p.429. € 495,00
155  **NEALE, Frederick Arthur.** Narrative of a residence at the capital of the kingdom of Siam; with a description of the manners, customs and laws of the modern Siamese. London, Office of the National Illustrated Library, 1852. Original embossed cloth (discoloured), spine gilt. With frontispiece, 2 printed title-pages, map, 2 plates and 25 woodengravings. XIV,280 pp. € 175,00

*First edition.* - During the years 1841-1842 Arthur Neale served as a naval and military officer in the Siamese army. Account with interesting observations, especially concerning the militarisation of Siam.  
*Cordier, BI, col. 735; Satow 126.*

**THE LAST OF THE ‘LANDED GENTRY’**


*First edition.* - Dorina Neave, Lady Neave (1880-1955), was the last of the "landed gentry" to live in Dagnams. Born Dorina Lockhart Clifton, she was taken by her father, George H. Clifton, to Turkey in her early years, as he worked for the Supreme Consular Court there. They resided in the "dip Efendi Yali", one of the water mansions of Istanbul built on the shores of the Bosphorus. She provides intimate details of daily life.


160  **(NENY, Patrice-François de).** Mémoires historiques et politiques des Pays Bas autrichiens. Neuchatel, Fauche, Favre & Compagnie, 1784. Contemporary half calf, spine gilt. VIII,429 pp. € 95,00  
Dedication printed in civilité. - A general political history of the Southern Low Countries, also dealing with the trade with Spain, England, Holland and Liege. A fundamental source for the political and diplomatic history of the period.- (Without the portrait).  
*Cf. Dekkers, Bibliotheca Belgica Juridica.*
161 **NETHERLANDS. - RECUEIL DE PIECES AUTHENTIQUES.** Pour servir a l'histoire des Provinces-Unies. Londres, John Nourse, 1743.
Sm.8vo. Original marbled wrappers (spine damaged). (12),146,(2) pp. € 55,00
Collection of authentic documents, serving the history of the United Provinces.

162 **NETHERLANDS. - KORTE SCHETS DER TEGENWOORDIGEN BEROERTEN IN DE VEREENIGDE NEDERLANDEN,**
over het afschaffen der pachterijen, voornamelijk in de provincien van Groningen, Vriesland, Holland en Utrecht, volgende de orde des tyds geschikt. Voorzien met veele authentieke stukken, waar onder een over 't heffen van een nieuw middel in plaats van de pagten. (No pl.), Gedrukt voor de uitgever, 1748.
Original marbled wrappers (damaged). With folding engraved plan of the Dam in Amsterdam. (4),104,52 pp. € 125,00

Troubles in the Netherlands owing to the abolition of the lease, mainly in Groningen, Friesland, Holland and Utrecht.
*No copy in Worldcat.*

163 **NISBET OF DIRLETON, Mary.** The letters of Mary Nisbet of Dirleton Countess of Elgin. Arranged by Nisbet Hamilton Grant. London, John Murray, 1926.
Original cloth. With 8 plates. XV,358 pp. € 125,00

*First edition.* - Mary Hamilton Bruce, Countess of Elgin (née Nisbet (1778 - 1855) was the first wife of British diplomat Thomas Bruce, 7th Earl of Elgin during his term as Ambassador Extraordinaire to the Ottoman Empire and one of the most influential and wealthiest heiresses of the late 18th and early 19th century. Bruce divorced Nisbet in either 1807 or 1808, and she went on to marry Robert Ferguson of Raith (1769-1840) with whom she was accused of committing adultery.

Original brown cloth (sl. soiled; 1 hinge cracked), spine lettered in gilt. XIV,345 pp. € 75,00

*First edition.* - This compilation affords a continuous narrative of everything 'that is most noticeable in the political history of the colonies and states of South Africa' down to the first annexation of the Transvaal in 1877. The work is concise and
unbiassed, and should be suitable as a 'reader' for educational classes and manual for schools (Mendessohn II, p.106).  
SAB III, p.553

165  **NOBLE, John.** Zuid-Afrika, zijn verleden en zijn heden.  
Original green cloth, with gilt lettering. XVI,416,(2) pp.  
€ 75,00

First published in London in 1877: *South Africa, past and present, a short history of the European settlements at the Cape.*

166  **NOBLE, John.** (Ed.). Illustrated official handbook of the Cape and South Africa. A résumé of the history, conditions, populations, productions, and resources of the several colonies, states, and territories. Cape Town, Johannesburg, J.C. Juta & Co., 1893.  
Original decorated cloth. With folding coloured map and many photographic illustrations and plates and advertisements. XVI,568; 43 pp.  
€ 95,00

*A fine copy of a comprehensive guide-book.*  
Mendelssohn II, p.107; SAB III, p.552.

Original embossed cloth, spine lettered in gilt (extremities of spine dam.). With 26 woodengraved plates (browned). (8),520 pp.  
€ 125,00

*First edition.* - Rambles in Hungary, Serbia, Rumania, Bulgaria and Turkey.  
*Blackmer Collection 1214 'Interesting work'.*

Original brown cloth gilt (extremities of spine dam.). With coloured lithographed frontispiece and 60 wood-engraved plates and illustrations. XVI,645 pp.  
€ 375,00
First American edition. - Laurence Oliphant (1829-1888), British adventurer, diplomat, author and traveller, was private secretary to Lord Elgin and accompanied him to Calcutta, Hongkong, Canton, Tientsin and Yedo. The main purpose of the mission was the signing of treaties opening both China and Japan to British trade. The first part gives a detailed survey of the river Yangtze, opening up the hinterland to Western commerce. The second part gives a detailed description of the political and social conditions in Japan.

Cordier, B. S., col. 2376; Cordier, B.J., col. 547; Löwendahl 1224; Howgego IV, p.461-462.

PAWNSHOP MANUAL


Manual to help pawnshop employees in Indonesia to identify and evaluate Indonesian precious objects that are being submitted to them. With chapters on code of law, gold, silver, platinum, brass, clocks, coins, Javanese weapons, precious stones and batiks including the cultivation of these objects. The atlas volume include hailmarks (2 plates), various parts of the kris (8 plates), small household objects (1 plate), gamelan (1 plate), ornaments (3 plates), precious stones (10 plates) and various batik designs (41 plates). - A very detailed manual. - (With some annotations and additions). - Rare. Cat. KITLV, 4th Supplement, p.101.

171 **OVERIJSSEL - LANDRECHTEN VAN OVERIJSSEL**, met de nadere reglementen, resolutien en ampliatien, mitsgaders de hofrechten door ordre van de .. Staten van gemelde provincie daar by gedrukt. Deventer, Jan van Wyk, 1724.


€ 295,00

Collection of rules of law valid in Overijssel in 1630, with additions up to around 1720.

€ 65,00

*First edition.* - Sir Edwin Pears (1835 - 1919), a British barrister, author and historian, settled in Constantinople in 1873. He practised in the consular courts and became president of the European bar there. He rose to become one of the leaders of the British colony in Constantinople and travelled much through Turkish dominions. He studied Turkish history from both the Turkish and foreign perspectives. In this way, Pears acquired an intimate knowledge of Turkey.

€ 275,00

*First edition.* - Account of the author's third expedition into the highlands of Asiatic Turkey, undertaken in Turkey in 1899. This book 'was inspired by his sympathy for Turks, but also by a deepened sense of evils of Hamidism, whose downfall he foreshaw' (*DNB* p.104).

**HIGHLY CRITICAL OF EUROPEAN ENCROACHMENTS INTO SOUTH AFRICA**

174 **PHILIP, John.** Researches in South Africa; illustrating the civil, moral, and religious condition of the native tribes: including journals of the author's travels in the interior; together with detailed accounts of the progress of the Christian missions, exhibiting the influence of Christianity in promoting civilization. London, James Duncan, 1828.  
2 volumes. Later half green morocco, with red title-labels on spines.
With engraved view of Bethelsdorp, folding map of South Africa (top missing), and sketch of the institution of the Theopolis. XXXV,403; VIII,450 pp. € 550,00

*First edition.* - Few books on South African matters have been the subject of such fierce denunciation and bitter criticisms as these volumes. The author proceeded to South Africa in the service of the London Missionary Society in 1819, and soon became a most drastic censor of the methods pursued towards the natives by the colonists, and the policy of the colonial government with regard to native affairs. When the *Researches in South Africa* were published a large amount of public indignation was aroused, and the subject was brought before the Houses of Parliament, considerable changes in the administration of native affairs in South Africa being eventually brought about. The volumes afford considerable information respecting the natives and colonists in the first quarter of the nineteenth century (*Mendelssohn II, p.160-161*). - (Browned).

*SAB III, p.665*

175 **PLANTATIONS.** - **CULTUUR MAATSCHAPPIJ.**


*First edition;* with armorial bookplate of Thomas Baron Brassey; with autograph dedication by the author. - Sir Robert Lambert Playfair (1828 - 1899) was a British soldier, diplomat, naturalist and author and was appointed Consul-General in Algeria in 1867.

€ 95,00

From: James Ralfe. *The naval chronology of Great Britain.* - Depicting two sailing vessels off the coast of Ponza, the largest island of the Italian Pontine Islands archipelago, located 33 km south of Cape Circeo in the Tyrrenhian Sea. In February 1813 William Mounsey supported Charles John Napier in HMS *Thames* in the capture of the island of Ponza. They landed troops on 26 February, after passing through fire from shore batteries. Neither vessel, nor the troops they brought with them, suffered any casualties. The capture of the harbour provided an anchorage and fresh water for Royal Navy ships patrolling the coast. - *Fine.*


2 volumes in 1. Sm.8vo. Contemporary calf, spine ribbed and gilt (dam.). XVI,444; VI,(2),296 pp.

€ 95,00

Robert Joseph Pothier (1699 - 1772), a French jurist, was made professor of law at the University of Orleans in 1749. He wrote many learned monographs on French law.

179 **POUJADE, Eugène.** *Chrétiens et Turcs. Scènes et souvenirs de la vie politique, militaire et religieuse en Orient. 3me édition.* Paris, Didier et Cie., 1867.

Modern boards, original printed wrappers mounted. IV,556 pp.

€ 175,00

Three editions had appeared by 1867; first published in 1859. - Important publication on the historical and diplomatical history of Turkey with France, England, Russia, Austria and Hungary dealing with nation-state situations still creating problems in the Balkans today. Poujade was a French consular official who served in many posts in the Levant, including Beirut, Malta, Tarsus and the Danubian principalities. - With autograph dedication by the author. - (Library stamps on title-page).

*Blackmer Collection 1339; Atabey Collection 980.*

180 **QUARLES VAN UFFORD, Jacob Karel Willem.** *De vi rationum externarum in domesticam Patriae nostrae conditionem, inde a controversia M.*
Britanniae cum coloniis suis Americae-Septentrionalis, usque ad Foedus nostrum cum Francia d. 10 Nov. A. 1785. Lugduni - Batavorum, apud J.H. Gebhard et Socios, 1844. Contemporary half calf, spine gilt (top of spine dam.). (8),162,(1) pp. € 125,00

Thesis. - Quarles van Ufford (1818 - 1902), legal secretary at the Department of Colonies, obtained an honorable discharge from the national service at his request in 1871. He wrote many articles in which he discussed important events and writings relating to the colonies in East and West.

Sabin 66947; Muller, America, p.347.

SIR WILLIAM MITCHELL RAMSAY (1851-1939), THE FOREMOST AUTHORITY OF HIS DAY ON THE HISTORY OF ASIA MINOR


First edition. - The tales were collected orally from the people themselves, whose language Mr. Ramsay understands; and so far as I am aware, they now form, in the present volume, the largest printed collection € 95,00 of Turkish tales, which exists in any language, even in Turkish (Preface).

182 RAMSAY, W.M. Everyday life in Turkey. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1897. Original red cloth, top edge gilt. 303 pp. € 65,00

First edition.

183 RAMSAY, W.M. The historical geography of Asia Minor. London, John Murray, 1890. Original blue cloth. With 6 folding maps. VI,495 pp. € 65,00

Royal Geographical Society. Supplementary papers; with armorial bookplate of Robert John Archibald Steuart. -
184  **Ramsay, W.M.** Impressions of Turkey during twelve year's wanderings. London, Hodder & Stoughton, 1897. Original red cloth. XII,296 pp. € 65,00

*First edition.* - Lady Ramsay, granddaughter of Dr Andrew Marshall of Kirkintilloch, accompanied her husband in many of his journeys.


*First edition.*


187  **Raumer, Karl von.** Palästina. Leipzig, F.M. Brockhaus, 1835. Original boards, with red morocco title-label. With folding table and 2 folding plans. XII,346 pp. € 175,00

*First edition.* - Karl Georg von Raumer (1783 - 1865), a German geologist, was born in Wörlitz. He was educated at the universities of Göttingen and Halle, and at the mining academy in Freiberg as a student of Abraham Gottlob Werner. In 1811 he became professor of mineralogy at Breslau, and two years later, participated in the war of German liberation from French Napoleonic domination, 1813-1814. In 1819 he relocated as a professor to the University of Halle, then in 1827 settled at the University of Erlangen as a professor of natural history and mineralogy.

*Rohricht 376; Engelmann I, p.151; Tobler p. 218: Ein vortreffliches Handbuch.*
188 **RAYNAL, Guillaume Thomas François.** Oeuvres de l'Abbé Raynal. Geneve, J.L. Pellet, 1784.
4 volumes. Old wrappers, uncut. € 175,00

French writer and propagandist who helped set the intellectual climate for the French Revolution. His most important work was the *Histoire des deux Indes* (1770) a six-volume history of the European colonies in India and America.

189 **RECRUITING OF SEAMEN FOR THE EAST-INDIES. MEMORIE VAN GECOMMITTERDEN UIT DE ADMIRALITEITS COLLEGIEN, houdende haare consideratien om meer zeevolk na deese landen te trekken, nevens een concept placaat tot bevordering van die saak. (No pl.), 4 Mey 1763. Folio. (12) pp. € 175,00

Extract uyt de Resolutien van de Heeren Staaten van Holland en West-Vriesland. - Memorial on sending more seamen to the Indies.

2 volumes in 1. 8vo. Contemporary half calf (dam.). (8),290,(6); 328,(4) pp. € 175,00

Dutch translation of *L' Histoire de la naissance, progres et decadence de l'heresie de ce siecle.* Cambray 1611. Florimond de Raemond (1540-1601) was a French jurist and antiquary. - (Stained).

3 volumes. Original cloth, spines lettered in gilt. With photograph portrait. XII,605; XII,621; XI,755 pp. € 450,00

*Werken Historisch Genootschap.* - First printing of Jan van Riebeecks (1618-1677) diary. He was founder and first commander for the Dutch East India Company (VOC) of the Cape of Good Hope. For many years it was the main source of information for anyone studying Van Riebeeck and his time at the Cape. - *A fine set.*
Original printed wrappers (margins dam.). 61 pp. € 275,00

A collection of inscriptions from Diu, in Portuguese Goa by Rivara, a prolific writer of many interests. He published works on linguistics, history and politics. - *Rare Nova-Goa imprint.*
*Daya de Silva, The Portuguese in Asia, 2615.*

2 volumes in 1. Contemporary half morocco (top of spine sl. dam.). III,(1),360; (4),416 pp. € 275,00

Treatise on the history and culture of the Slavs in the Orient. - (Age-browned; last lvs with small waterstain in blank corner). - *Rare.*

194 **ROBERTSON, William.** An historical disquisition concerning the knowledge which the ancients had of India; and the progress of trade with that country prior to the discovery of the passage to it by the Cape of Good Hope. With an appendix, containing observations on the civil policy - the laws and judicial proceedings - the arts - the sciences - and religious institutions, of the Indians. London, A. Strahan & T. Cadell, Edinburgh, E. Balfour, 1791. 
4to. Contemporary calf (part of one hinge splitting but firmly holding). With 2 large folding maps. XII,364,(12) pp. € 650,00

*First edition;* with the bookplate of the Bellingham Castle Library and the armorial bookplate of William Bellingham Bart. - William Robertson (1721-1793), the leading Scottish historian of his day, brought out this history of ancient India. He concludes with a wise hope that this account of 'the early and high civilization of India, and the wonderful progress of its inhabitants in elegant arts and useful science, may have some influence upon the behavior of Europeans towards that people' (*DNB XVI, p.1314*). Also dealing with the discovery of the sea route to India via the Cape of Good Hope. - *A good clean copy with wide margins.*
*SAB IV, p.57.*

First published in 1816. - Johann Friedrich Röhr (1777 - 1848) was a German theologian; regarded as a main representative of theological rationalism. On March 26, 1832 he delivered the funeral oration at Goethe’s burial. - Very popular work, reprinted and translated several times. 
Rohricht p.349; Tobler p. 216; Engelmann I, p.151.

---

**THE HABSBURG DYNASTY**

196  **ROO, Gerard de.** Annales, oder historische Chronick/der durchleuchtigisten Fürsten und Herren/ Ertzhertogen zu Oesterreich/ Habsburgischen Stammens/ fürnemlich von Rudolpho dem Ersten .. bis auff Carolum den Fünfften .. auf onkosten Conrad Dietzen von Weidenberg .. auss Lateinischer in unser Teutsche Sprach übersetzt, jetzo von newen durchsehen, und inn Druck gegeben. Augspurg, Johann Schultes, 1621. Folio. Contemporary limp vellum (soiled; sl. dam.). Title printed in red and black with woodcut coat of arms on verso, full-page woodcut genealogical tree of the rulers of Austria, woodcut device at the end, 2 full-page woodcut portraits of archduke Ferdinand and his spouse, and ca. 400 woodcuts in the text of emperors, kings, counts, etc. and their coats of arms. (12),469 (wrongly numbered 481),(1),(46) pp. € 850,00

*First German edition*, the first Latin edition appeared in Innsbruck in 1592. - Important genealogical work on the annals of the Austrian line of the Habsburg dynasty compiled by the Dutch-born librarian Gerard de Roo. He was librarian to archduke Ferdinand. - (Somewhat waterstained throughout; wormholes in fly-leaves). 
SPAIN & PORTUGAL

197  SALMON, Thomas. Hedendaagsche historie of tegenwoordige staat van Spanje en Portugal. Behelzende eene beschryving van de gelegenheid dier ryken .. vaart op de Oost- en Westindien; de natuurlyke historie, enz. Amsterdam, Isaak Tirion, 1759.
Contemporary half calf, spine gilt (top of spine restored). With engraved frontispiece, folding map of Spain and Portugal, folding map of the Strait of Gibraltar and folding plate of Gibraltar, 2 folding plates of Lissabon after the Earthquake and 1 other folding plate depicting an auto da fé (inquisition). (4),662,(18) pp. € 375,00

Part of the series Hedendaagsche historie, of tegenwoordige staat van alle volkeren. An historical, geographical and ethnological description of the world of encyclopaedical proportions. This volume, published without a number, contains an ample description of Spain and Portugal with a special chapter on their colonies. - (Age-browned). Tiele 1033.

HOLLAND, BELGIUM & LUXEMBURG

Contemporary half calf, spine gilt. With engraved frontispiece, engraved portrait, folding view of Scherpenheuvel, folding plan of Brussels, Antwerp, Gent, Brugge, Doornik, Oostende, Yperen and Rijsel, and 4 folding maps. (12),548,(12) pp. € 375,00


199  SCHIELAND. PUBLICATIE over den lande en bailliuwschappen van Schieland, op het verronselen en verzenden na elders van zeevarend volk, alhier thuis horende. Rotterdam, Hendrik van Waesberge, 1786.
4to. With woodcut coat of arms on title-page. (8) pp. € 45,00
Pamphlet against the recruiting of seafaring man in Schieland.
WHERE IS TROY?

200  **SCHLIEMANN, Heinrich.** Ithaka der Peloponnese und Troja. Archäologische Forschungen. Leipzig, Giesecke & Devrient, 1869. Original half cloth. With 2 maps and 4 tinted lithographed plates after Th. Muller by Lemercier. XX,213 pp. € 475,00

*First edition.* - For Heinrich Schliemann (1822-1890) the search for its exact location became a consuming passion. In 1869, when this book was first published, the existence of a real - as opposed to mythical - Troy was still disputed. The wealthy German businessmann, linguist and speculator journeyed to Greece and Asia Minor in order to undertake excavations well before archaeology developed into a modern, scientific profession. This book describes his first expedition in 1868 to Corfu, Cephalonia, the Peloponnese and Ithaca. Schliemann was convinced that the mound of Hissarlik in Turkey was the site of Troy, and the golden artifacts of his 'treasure of Priam' persuaded the public of its historicity, though his destructive methods of excavation caused extensive damage to the site. Schliemann returned to Troy several times during the course of his career and published further books about his discoveries' (text from the reprint edition by the Cambridge University Press, 2010). - (Foxing). - Very rare.

See Blackmer 1498 and Atabey 1097.

‘MONUMENTAL CLASSIC ON THE SUBJECT’


2 volumes. Original decorated cloth gilt (top of spines sl. dam.). With 3 folding maps and woodengraved plates and illustrations. XII,411; VIII,463 pp. € 625,00

*First edition.* - Schuyler, an American career diplomat, went to Turkistan in 1873 while serving as consul-general in St. Petersburg. 'The chief aim of my journey in Central Asia was to study the political and social condition of the regions which had been recently annexed by Russia, as well as to compare the state of the inhabitants under Russian rule with that of those still living under the despotism of the Khans. In this I was a measure successful' (Preface). Volume I contains chapters on the Syr Darya, Tashkent, Muslim life in Tashkent, bazaars and trade, Samarkand, the Zarafshan Valley, and Hodjent (present-day Khujand, Tajikistan) and Kurama (present-day Tajikistan and Uzbekistan). Volume II contains chapters on Khokand, Bukhara, Issyk Kul (present-
day Kyrgyzstan) and Semiretch (present-day Semirech’e, Kazakhstan), and Kuldja (present-day China). Including a summary of early Chinese and medieval European travelers to Central Asia and the accounts of their voyages. - A nice set.
*Cordier, BS, col. 2616; Nerhood 313; Yakushi S99b.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Schwarz, Franz von.</em> Turkestan, die Wiege der indogermanischen Völker. Nach fünfzehnjährigem Aufenthalt in Turkestan.*</td>
<td>Freiburg, Herder, 1900.</td>
<td>Later half cloth, original pictorial wrappers preserved. With coloured frontispiece, folding map and 178 illustrations. XX,606 pp.</td>
<td>€ 125,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Schwarz, Franz von.</em> Turkestan, die Wiege der indogermanischen Völker. Nach fünfzehnjährigem Aufenthalt in Turkestan.*</td>
<td>Freiburg, Herder, 1900.</td>
<td>Later half cloth, original pictorial wrappers preserved. With coloured frontispiece, folding map and 178 illustrations. XX,606 pp.</td>
<td>€ 125,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Scriverius, Petrus &amp; Frans van Mieris.</em> Chronyk van Holland, van den klerk uit de laage landen by der zee: nooit voorheen gedrukt. Met eenige aantekeningen zoo van Petrus Scriverius als van den uitgever (Frans van Mieris). Leyden, Pieter vander Eyk, 1740.*</td>
<td>Leyden, Pieter vander Eyk, 1740.</td>
<td>4to. Old half cloth. With engraved title-vignette. (20),235 pp.</td>
<td>€ 175,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>First edition,</em> published after the manuscript dating from ca. 1350.</td>
<td>- Petrus Scriverius, the Latinized form of Peter Schrijver (1576 - 1660), was a Dutch writer and scholar on the history of Holland and Belgium. At the end: KORT CHRONYKJE van Holland, van den jaere IX ende LXXII tot het jaer MCCCC ende LXVI. - A clean copy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sheridan, Clare.</em> A Turkish kaleidoscope. London, Duckworth, 1926.</td>
<td>Clare Consuelo Sheridan (née Frewen 1885 - 1970), was an English sculptor, journalist and writer. She was a cousin of Sir Winston Churchill. She moved to Constantinople with her two children to focus on sculpture. 'Sheridan’s life reads like the improbable plot to a novel – full of sex, tragedy and espionage, played out against a backcloth of bright young things and international power-brokers'.</td>
<td>Original cloth. With 32 photographic plates. 223 pp.</td>
<td>€ 65,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sheykh-Zada.</em> The history of the forty vezirs or the story of the forty morns and eves. Written in Turkish .. done into English by E.J.W. Gibb. London, George Redway, 1886.</td>
<td>- Clare Consuelo Sheridan (née Frewen 1885 - 1970), was an English sculptor, journalist and writer. She was a cousin of Sir Winston Churchill. She moved to Constantinople with her two children to focus on sculpture. 'Sheridan’s life reads like the improbable plot to a novel – full of sex, tragedy and espionage, played out against a backcloth of bright young things and international power-brokers'.</td>
<td>Original decorated cloth (stained). XL,420 pp.</td>
<td>€ 95,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First edition. - Important collection of oriental tales known as the *Forty Viziers* with the similar frame-narrative structure as *The thousand and one nights*.

4to. With large printer's device on title. 39 pp. € 95,00

Treaty between Sicily and the Netherlands. - *Not in Knuttel*.

207 **SMISSAERT, M.A.P.** Two autograph letters by M.A.P. Smissaert to Mr. De Bruyn Tromp in Amsterdam, Amsterdam 21-7 & 10-12-1796.
4to. 2 autograph letters, with 2 red wax seals. € 95,00

Two letters, one in Dutch and one in French concerning ‘Indische Zaken’.

Original brown embossed cloth with gilt ornament on front, spine richly gilt. With woodengraved frontispiece and many woodengravings in the text. XXI,314;24 pp. € 75,00

First published in 1850. - 'Smith was a prolific writer of novels, essays, dramas, and a popular entertainer .. His book is an amusing work' (*Blackmer p.327*). - *A nice copy.*

*Blackmer Collection 1552; Atabey Collection 1145; Weber 430.*

Original embossed cloth. With frontispiece, facsimile and 10 wood-engraavings. 336 pp. € 125,00

First published in 1852. - The travels described are undated but must have taken place in connection with his trip to Egypt in the winter of 1850-51 (*Blackmer 1559*).
210  **SNODGRASS, (John James).** Narrative of the Burmese war, detailing the operations of major-general Archibald Campbell's army, from its landing at Rangoon in May 1824, to the conclusion of a treaty of peace at Yandaboo, in February 1826. London, John Murray, 1827.

Original boards (hinges broken), uncut, preserved in half morocco box. With engraved frontispiece depicting the meeting of the British and Burmese commissioners at Neoun-Ben-Zeik, plate of Babdoola's look-out tree at Dunoobew, and large folding map (small tear with no loss). XII,319;(8) pp.  € 395,00

*First edition*; with armorial bookplate of John, 1st Baron Crewe (1742-1829). - The classic account of the military operations during the first Anglo-Burmese War and the annexation of Arakan and Tenasserim. Snodgrass was military secretary to General Campbell and assistant political agent in Ava/Burma. His book is one of the principal contemporary accounts of the first Burmese War. Appendices include the Treaty of Peace. - *A clean copy.*

*Cordier, B.I., col.450.*

211  **SOUTH-AFRICA.** Scenes from the Sunny South. London, Harvey, Greenacre and Co., 1890.

Oblong 8vo. Original pictorial cloth, a.e.g. With 76 photographic scenes.  € 125,00

*With bookplate of I. & F.W. Hosken.* - The object of this work is to present in an attractive form and convenient size some idea of the beauty of the country, the style of buildings, and the mode of life in South Africa'. Including views of Johannesburg and Barberton during the first two years of their existence (*SAB. IV p.139*). - (First fly-leaf missing). - *Fine.*

**A MONUMENT IN THE HISTORY OF AFRICAN EXPLORATION**

212  **STANLEY, Henry Morton.** In darkest Africa or the quest, rescue, and retreat of Emin, governor of Equatoria. New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1890.

2 volumes. Original green pictoral cloth (vol. I stained). With 2 steelengraved frontispiece portraits, 3 folding maps and 150 wood-engravings. XIV,547; XVI,540 pp.  € 375,00
First American edition. - Account of the Emin Pasha Relief Expedition, Stanley's (1841-1904) last African expedition (1887-1889) with 700 members. He ascended the Congo River and then marched across central Africa in command of a relief expedition for Emin Pasha, the German-born governor of southern Sudan's Equatoria province, who had been cut off from Anglo-Egyptian forces to the north since the outbreak of a Muslim revolt six years earlier. Together they explored the Semliki River and established it as the principal connection between Lake Albert and Lake Edward. While in the region, Stanley made European discovery of the Ruwenzori Range (the fabled 'Mountains of the Moon') and arrived in Zanzibar in late 1889. He was the second European to cross Central Africa from west to east. - Internally good copy of Stanley's classic travel narrative, a monument in the history of African exploration.

Hess & Coger 155.

Original red cloth, spine lettered in gilt. With 4 folding coloured maps. VI,315;32 pp. € 275,00

First edition; with autograph dedication by Bertha Steevens, 'in memory of the author'. - George Warrington Steevens (1869 -1900) was a British journalist and writer. He was the most famous war correspondent of his time and was present during the Greco-Turkish war of 1897. - A fine copy.

Na de copye .. Amsterdam, Jacob Vinckel, (ca. 1673).
4to. Old marbled wrappers. (6),88 pp. € 225,00

Observations upon the United Provinces of the Netherlands. - William Temple (1628-1698), ambassador in The Hague, had friendly relations with Johan de Witt. In 1668 he made the Triple Alliance between England, the Netherlands and Sweden within four days. He also arranged the marriage between England's Princess Mary and the Netherlands' Prince Willem III. His Dutch sympathies found clear expression in his masterful Observation, first published in 1672.
Knuttel 11008 (other edition).

2 volumes in 1. Original green pictorial cloth gilt, a.e.g. With folding map and 14 woodengraved plates. XV,308; X,302 pp. € 450,00  


THE MOST IMPORTANT DESCRIPTION OF THIS PART OF THE CONTINENT PUBLISHED IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

2 volumes. 8vo. Modern brown morocco (Bumpus Binders Oxford), spines lettered in gilt, top edges gilt. With folding map of South Africa and folding plans of Cape Town and Graaff-Reinet, 17 wood-engraved vignettes and 18 aquatint plates (including one double-page depicting 'Table Mountain from the parade'). (24),450; (6),430 pp. € 1,650,00  

Second edition, published the same year as the first; with armorial bookplate of Hans Sauer. - George Thompson (1796-1889) a merchant and traveller, resided at Cape Town as the representative and shareholder of a large
London company. 'In 1821, Mr. Thompson made a six weeks 'excursion to Albany 'to examine into the prospects of the British emigrants' .. he visited Port Elizabeth ('then a hamlet of only three or four houses'), Uitenhage, Graham's Town, Bathurst, George, and many other districts and settlements .. In 1823 and 1824 he proceeded to the Orange River and Bechuanaland, and his account of these regions is recognised as the most important description of this part of the continent published in the early part of the nineteenth century. The third division of the work comprises a review of the condition 'of the Dutch and British inhabitants, of the agricultural, commercial, and financial circumstances of the country and of its adaption of further colonisation. .. This valuable work contains a number of excellent engravings, some of which were contributed by the naturalist Wehdehmann, and others by Mr. De Meillon and Dr. Heurtley' (Mendelssohn II, p.494). 'His Travels provides valuable descriptions of the geography, history and natural history' (Howgego II, p.586). 'Both Thompson's 'Travels' and his illustrations stand high in the field of Africana' (Gordon-Brown, Pictorial Africana, p.230). - Some browning as usual otherwise a fine copy. Mendelssohn II, p.494-495; SAB IV p.490; Abbey, Travel, 330 (2nd ed. only); Gay 3058.

2 volumes. Original half cloth, with red morocco title-labels on spines. With 2 aquatint frontispieces, folding map of South Africa and folding plan of Cape Town and 7 aquatint plates. XX,(2),439; X,457 pp. € 1.250,00


Marcelle Marguerite Suzanne Tinayre (1870 - 1948) was a French woman of letters and prolific author. She was educated at Bordeaux and Paris, and in 1889 married the painter Julien Tinayre. Contains: Jours de bataille et de révolution - Choses et gens de province - Premiers jours d’un nouveau règne - La vie au harem.

219 **TROTTER, Alys Fane.** Old Cape colony. A chronicle of her men and houses from 1652 to 1806. Westminster, Archibald Constable & Co., 1903. Original pictorial red cloth with gilt Cape Dutch homestead to upper cover, spine lettered in gilt, top edge gilt. With illustrations and plates. 320; 16 pp. € 45,00

'The volume contains a large number of quaint and beautiful engravings accompanied by much interesting and instructive information' (Mendelssohn II, p.527).

**SIAM - THAILAND**

220 **TURPIN, François Henri.** Histoire civile et naturelle du royaume de Siam, et des révolutions qui ont bouleversé cet empire jusqu'en 1770. Publiée par Turpin, sur des manuscrits qui lui ont été communiqués par l' évêque de Tabraca, vicaire apostolique de Siam, et autres missionnaires de ce royaume. Paris, Costard, 1771. 2 volumes. Sm.8vo. Contemporary calf (spines and boards rubbed). (4),XII,450,(2); (2),444,(6) pp. € 675,00

*First edition.* - Important work on Siam based on manuscripts from the bishop of Tabraca and other missionaries in Siam. A year later the work was suppressed at the request of the bishop, who claimed the author had taken too many liberties with his interpretation of the manuscripts. 'Cet ouvrage, devenu très rare, a été condamné à être détruit par arrêt du Conseil du Roy en date du 5 janvier 1772' (Chadenat 1001). - (Some age-browning; small library stamp on titles). Cordier, BI, col. 732; Boucher de la Richarderie V, p.107; Cox I, p.347; Brébion p.163; Satow 102.

_Uitgave ten bate van het Herman Coster-Fonds._ - A memoir of dr. Coster, who was State Attorney of the South African Republic, and conducted the prosecution of the Reformers connected with the Jameson Raid and the Reform Movement, at that period. He was killed at the battle of Elandsslaagte (Mendelssohn I, p.385). - SAB IV, p.679.


This bibliography tries to give a description of all the works printed and published by the Golden Compasses Plantin at Antwerp and by his officina at Leiden, from the beginning till the death of the arch-printer on 1 July 1589, with references to his correspondence and archives (Introduction).
_R. Breugelmans, Quarendo 1982: _ .. 'such a brilliant work'.


Correspondance between Paul Choart, seigneur de Buzanval, French envoy in The Hague, and François d'Aerssssen, Heer van Sommelsdijk, statesman in France.

224 VRIES, Abraham de. Brief van A. de Vries aan A.D. Schinkel, over Guichard's notice sur le speculum humanae salvationis, met drie bijlagen tot staving der nauwkeurigheid van het verhaal van Junius wegens de uitvinding der boekdrukkunst en ter wederlegging der meening: dat Coster koster zou geweest zijn. 's Gravenhage, A.D. Schinkel, 1841. Original printed wrappers (spine dam.). XII,144 pp. € 45,00

Abraham de Vries, a Baptist Minister at Haarlem, was a supporter of the theory that printing had been invented by Laurens Janszoon Coster. _Bigmore and Wyman, I, p. 379._
A fascinating record of early Dutch families relationships and land ownership by many members of one of the Dutch founding families of New York, the Van Wagenens. - The deed resolves a dispute over land ownership in Dutchess County. The Heermans were early settlers of Ulster Co., NY. The families were interrelated. The first to arrive in Ulster County was Jan Focken Heermans, listed in the tax lists of Kingston in 1711 as Jan Focken. He married Engeltje Breestede. Son Jan born in NY Nov 3, 1677. He married (about 1697) Annatje Aartsen (Van Wagenen) and deceased in 1724.

The deed reads,
"Know all men by these presents that we Gert van Wagenen, Barrent van Wagenen both of Dutchess County Yeomen Simon van Wagenen of Kingston in the County of Ulster Yeoman, Gerrit van Wagenen of the same place weaver, Hendricus Heermans and Antje his wife of Dutchess County aforesaid Yeoman, Andries Heermans and Neeltje his wife of Kingston, aforesaid shoemaker, heirs of Gerrit Hartson late of Kingston aforesaid Deseased (sic)…

Certain Lott (sic) of Land in Dutchess County being Lott No. two which is just fifth parts of a certain lott no. three as also two just ninth parts in the Lott No. five… Certain fly or marsh scittuate (sic) lying and being in Dutchess County aforesaid commonly called Jacomyntjes Fly. Bounded westerly by the Hudsons River and on all other sides by the Land of the said Heermans..." (Inserted between the 4th and 5th line “Gerrit van Benthuysen eldest son and heir at law of Jannetje Benthuysen late wife of Barent van Benthuysen deceased”).

More details available upon request.
Slightly foxed; old folds with slight loss at 2 intersections otherwise in very good condition. - A rare early deed settling a land dispute by one of the Dutch founding fathers of New York.
More details available upon request.
226 **WALES, S.H.** State sovereignty and slavery. Speech delivered at Bridgeport, Conn., March, 1865. Pending the State election. New York, MacDonald & Swank, 1867. Original printed wrappers, with ornamental border. 16 pp. € 60,00


The American Robert College of Istanbul is a highly selective, independent, co-educational high school in Turkey. Founded in Bebek in 1863 by Christopher Robert, a wealthy American philanthropist, and Cyrus Hamlin, a missionary devoted to education. It is the oldest continuously operating American school outside the United States and ranked as the top private high school in Turkey.

228 **WATSON, (Robert).** Histoire du regne de Philippe II, roi d'Espagne. Ouvrage traduit de l'Anglois. Amsterdam, D.J. Changuion, 1778. 4 volumes. Sm.8vo. Contemporary calf (spine ends sl. dam., sl. rubbed). With engraved portrait. € 125,00

Philip II (1527 - 1598) was King of Spain from 1556 and of Portugal from 1581. From 1554 he was King of Naples and Sicily as well as Duke of Milan. During his marriage to Queen Mary I (1554–58), he was also King of England and Ireland. From 1555, he was lord of the Seventeen Provinces of the Netherlands.


*First edition.* - Miss West sailed from Boston December 22, 1852 under the auspices of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, the first American Christian missionary organization. She arrived at Smyrna January 21, 1853 and began her missionary work at Constantinople.

Veröffentlichungen des Algemeinen Vereins für Deutsche Literatur.

**WILLEM II & ANNA PAVLOVNA**

231  **Guillaume II, Roi des Pays-Bas. - Anna Pavlovna, Reine des Pays - Bas, Grande Duchesse de Russie.**

Amsterdam, François Buffa et Fils, (ca. 1850).

2 full-length portraits, mezzotint with etching, depicting Willem II after J.A. Kruseman and Anna Pavlovna after De Keyser, by Alfred Cornelliet, printed by Chardon Jeune et Fils. Each ca. 67 x 45 cm. € 450,00

Willem Frederik George Lodewijk (1792 - 1849), Prince of Oranje-Nassau, King of the Netherlands (1840 - 1849), with kepie and in military uniform and Anna Paulowna of Russia, Queen of the Netherlands (1795-1865), with curled hair, coronet, pearl necklace, and low velvet gown, holding pearls in right hand and with left resting on a table. - *Two superb portraits.*

*Not in Muller, Portretten.*

232  **WILLEM IV.** Vertooning der lykstatie van .. Prins Willem den IVden, op de Groote Markt te Delft. 1752. Hand-coloured engraving after Simon Fokke by Frans Houttuyn (mounted on board). Ca. 18,5 x 29 cm. € 175,00

Representation of the funeral procession of William IV, in 4 rows winding across the Groote Markt in Delft. William IV (Willem Karel Hendrik Friso (1711 - 1751)
was Prince of Orange from birth and the first hereditary Stadtholder of all the United Provinces of the Netherlands from 1747 till his death in 1751. - Fine. Muller, Historieplaten, 4037; Atlas van Stolk 4038.

233 **WILLINK, Daniel.** Amstellandsche Arkadia, of beschryving van de gelegenheit, toestant en gebeurtenissen van Amstellandt, met deszelfs onderhoorige dorpen, heerykheden, ambachten, lusthoven, wateren, enz. In orde geschikt, en nader overzien, door .. Gerrit Schoemaker. Amsterdam, Arent van Huyssteen, 1737. 2 volumes. Sm.8vo. Contemporary vellum. With 2 engraved title-vignettes, engraved frontispiece, folding table, and 12 folding engraved views of the Amstel, Oudekerk, Amstelmond, Amstelveen, Waverveen, Sloten, Sloterdijk, etc. by J.C. Philips, C. Pronk a.o. (16),400; 327,(8) pp. € 450,00

*First edition.* - Daniël Willink (1676 - 1722) was a Dutch poet, writer and wine-merchant. He described with accuracy the places of interest of Amsterdam and surroundings with glorification of the beauty of the town and landscape. - *A fine copy.* - Nijhoff-Van Hattum 335.

234 **WILLMET, Johannes.** Lexicon linguae Arabicae in Coranum Haririum et vitam Timuri. Lugduni Batavorum, apud Sam. et Joh. Luchtmans, 1784. 4to. Contemporary half calf, spine gilt, with red morocco title-label. XVI,824 pp. € 1750,00

*First edition.* - The Arabic-Latin dictionary by Joannes Willmet (1750-1835) was primarily printed for educational purposes. This work is compiled chiefly from that of Golius, but with many important additions. Though it states to be constructed only for the Koran, Hariri and Ibn Arabshah’s Life of Timur, yet the Arabic student will seldom be at loss for any root he may meet with any other author. For the Koran it is particularly useful, as it contains not only all the words but refers also to the chapter and verse in which they occur *(Ras Al Khaimah).* - (Blank margin last page restored). - *A fine interleaved copy with text in Arabic and Latin in double column.*

*First edition.* - Sir Charles Ash Windham (1810 - 1870) was a British Army officer and Liberal Party politician. Promoted colonel on 20 June 1854, Windham was assistant quartermaster-general of the 4th Division in Crimea and was present, but saw little action, at the battles of Alma River, Balaklava, and Inkerman. He was outspoken in his criticism of laggard British military leadership in the Crimea. Given command of the assault on the Great Redan at Sevastopol on 8 Sept. 1855, he personally rode back to ask for reinforcements after suffering heavy losses, but a retreat had been ordered. He was criticized by soldiers for his conduct but made a popular hero by William Howard Russell, correspondent of the Times, for having “saved the honour of the army. With preface by Charles Windham jr. and an introductory chapter by W.H. Russell, famous for his reports on The Crimean War for Times Newspaper.


*First edition.* - Henry Charles Woods (1881-1939) travelled extensively in the Balkan and Asia Minor as special correspondent for several newspapers.

237  **ZIMMERMANN, (Eberhard August Wilhelm) von.** Indostan, het land en deszelfs voortbrengsels. Naar het Hoogduitsch. Haarlem, François Bohn, 1823-25. 3 volumes. Contemporary half calf (1 spine sl. rubbed). With 7 engraved plates by D. Veelwaard. X,308; VIII,398; VIII,328 pp.  € 150,00


€ 375,00

*Tijdschrift Aardrijkskundig Genootschap.* - Fine map depicting the regions along the Suriname river with 3 inset-maps (Noord-Oostkust van Zuid Amerika, Monding van de Suriname, Plattegrond van Paramaribo).

*Koeman, Suriname, 161.*


€ 75,00

Volume I: *Geschichte der europäischen Staaten.* Herausgegeben von A.H.L. Heeren & F.A. Ukert

240 **ZOUTMAN, Johan Arnold.** Plan van den zeeslag, tusschen de Engelsche scheepsmagt, onder den Adm. Parker, en het Hollandsch eskader, onder den Schout bij Nacht Zoutman, op den 5den augustus 1781, tusschen 9 en 10 uuren, wanneer de linie van gevegt nog niet gebroken was. (No pl., 1781).

Broadsheet depicting a plan of the seabattle between the English and Dutch off the Danish coast. With decorative border. Ca. 19,5 x 25 cm.

€ 45,00

After the outbreak of the Fourth Anglo-Dutch War, in 1781 Zoutman was charged with escorting a convoy to the Baltic Sea. On August 5, he encountered a British squadron under Vice Admiral Hyde Parker. The subsequent Battle of the Dogger Bank ended in fact undecided.